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Explore in Unmatched Style
with Wings Over the World

®

Experience the ultimate
luxury small-group journey
by private air.
For 60 years and counting, peerless luxury small-group travel has been at
the heart of what A&K is all about. Wings Over the World journeys elegantly
combine our hallmark small-group experience with the time-saving
convenience of privately chartered air to create some of the most uniquely
enriching journeys in our entire portfolio.
Book a Wings Over the World journey for 2023 and select from 14 incomparable
adventures. Our expanding portfolio includes all-new journeys that explore
the history and cuisine of Italy’s islands, the wildlife and scenic wonders of
Alaska, Australia’s unparalleled epic landscapes and much more.
Imagine experiencing the vastness of Australia from the Great Barrier Reef
and Uluru to Sydney and Melbourne, or immersing yourself in the richness
of Italy and its Mediterranean islands, flying between Rome, Sardinia, Sicily
and Puglia on an itinerary filled with historic sites and delectable food and
wine. Each journey is led by an expert Resident Tour Director® and offers the
flexibility to Design Your Day,® as well as hand-selected luxury hotels and the
unbeatable support of our worldwide network of offices.
Plan now for your 2023 Wings Over the World journey and look forward to
an adventure that is as inspiring as it is extraordinary.

Geoffrey Kent
Founder, Co-Chairman & CEO
Abercrombie & Kent
Follow @geoffrey_kent on Instagram

On the Cover: Explore historic Syracuse on Wings Over Italy & Its Islands. See page 30 for more.
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See a Video Preview of Each Journey
Visit abercrombiekent.com to watch 10-minute
video overviews of our Wings Over the World
journeys, narrated by the A&K destination experts
who helped design them.

800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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Discover the Wings Over
the World advantage.
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Incorporating private charter flights, Wings Over the
World journeys allow you to see and experience more than
you ever thought possible on a single itinerary.
A Unique Travel Experience Made Possible by Private Air
“This trip offers everything.
It is a complete immersion into
the local culture, people and
foods, and our tour director was
an unlimited font of knowledge.
A&K delivers every time; I cannot
think of one thing I didn’t like.”
— Suzanne; Wings Over the World
guest, September 2021

A&K’s Wings Over the World journeys are unique, combining the flexibility
and convenience of private air with A&K’s incomparable insider access. Our
experts can combine destinations and curate authentic experiences in a way
well beyond what conventional air travel allows, making for a journey that
showcases each destination at its inspiring best.
Fly in private with just your small group, skirting airport crowds, often
to and from separate terminals, making security procedures a breeze.
Departures and arrivals are timed to suit your itinerary, and the dedicated
flight crew aboard your chartered aircraft offers superb personalized service.

Enjoy Unmatched Local Access and Authenticity
A&K has the most robust tour operator support network in the travel
industry — over 55 offices in more than 30 countries around the world.
Our time-tested, one-on-one relationships with the people who know your
destination best enable us to reveal each location on your journey from a
truly local perspective.

A&K Resident Tour Directors Are True Locals
Our Resident Tour Directors have lived for decades, if not their entire lives,
in the places you visit. They accompany you every day, sharing their unique
understanding of daily life as well as your destination’s culture, history
and wildlife.

Small Groups for Insider Access Beyond the Ordinary
Most Wings Over the World journeys feature a maximum group size of
11–13 guests. As a result, you experience a world of insider access
opportunities unavailable to larger groups while enjoying deeper interactions
with your Resident Tour Director and fellow guests.

Inspiring Accommodations Open Only to You
A&K selects intimate luxury accommodations — whether historically iconic,
coveted high-design or charming, one-of-a-kind boutique properties — often
only accessible to small groups like yours and many a Condé Nast Traveler Gold
List or Travel + Leisure World’s Best hotel.

800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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We deliver the luxuries
that matter most.
The Flexibility of Design Your Day
Experience your destination the way you want to with Design Your Day.
On a select day of your itinerary, choose from at least three expert-crafted
activities, with one option created specially with active guests in mind, such
as hiking and biking near Table Mountain or a sea kayaking excursion off the
Dubrovnik coast.

Immersive Moments that Bring a Destination to Life
Enjoy locally inspired moments such as a charming neighborhood visit
by cyclo or tuk-tuk as you Ride Like a Local, or a refreshing cocktail —
our Scenic Sundowner — set in a breathtaking location at sunset. Other
immersive experiences include dining at favorite local restaurants, and a
Chef’s Table cooking class or culinary demonstration.

Dining that Explores Local Flavors
We provide you with the perfect mix of planned group meals (including
welcome and farewell dinners) and mealtimes left unscheduled, as well
as opportunities to dine à la carte. Your journey may even include the
opportunity to experience favorite local restaurants.

Travelling Bell Boy, Traveller’s Valet and More
®

®

With A&K’s exclusive Travelling Bell Boy service, you simply leave your
packed bags behind in your room as you walk out the door and find them
waiting inside your room at your next accommodation. A&K also offers you
Traveller’s Valet: exclusive, complimentary laundry service provided once
per journey.
On two select days of your journey, opt to enjoy Breakfast in Bed in the privacy
of your hotel room, compliments of A&K. You also enjoy complimentary
Internet access during hotel stays, a great way to keep loved ones in the loop as
you explore.

Private Transfers and Gratuities Included
Private arrival and departure transfers are always included with your journey,
regardless of when you choose to arrive or depart. Likewise, all of your
gratuities are included, save for your Resident Tour Director, which is at
your sole discretion.

Included with
Every Wings Over the
World Journey
▶ Unique Itineraries Only Made Possible by
Private Chartered Air
▶ English-Speaking Resident Tour Director
and Local Guides
▶ Hand-Selected Luxury Accommodations
▶ Airport Meet and Greet with Private
Transfers
▶ Travelling Bell Boy Luggage Handling
▶ Breakfast in Bed on Select Days
▶ Full Breakfast Daily; Select Lunches and
Dinners
▶ Design Your Day, with a Choice of Activities
▶ Traveller’s Valet Laundry Service
▶ Internet Access
▶ Entrance Fees, Taxes and All Gratuities
Except for Resident Tour Director
▶ 24/7 A&K On-Call Support
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Take Your Wings
Over the World
Journey Private
You can make any Wings Over the
World journey private — the same
destinations, hotels and sightseeing
just for you and your party —
or create your own completely
customized Luxury Tailor Made
Journey, and commemorate a special
milestone with the private adventure
of a lifetime, designed just for you.

800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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NEW!

Africa

Wings Over East Africa

U GAN DA
K E N YA

11 days from $39,495 | Limited to 16 guests

Entebbe

Experience highlights of three East African countries
on a single luxury journey made possible by private
air, encountering mountain gorillas and chimpanzees
in Uganda, tracking iconic wildlife in Tanzania’s
Serengeti and witnessing a true natural spectacle
on departures timed with the Great Migration’s
appearance in Kenya’s Masai Mara.

Nairobi
Serengeti
National Park

ARRIVE/DEPART
AIR
ROAD
Elevation:
Nairobi – 5,600 ft.

A & K A D VA N TA G E S
▶ Travel privately in a chartered Cessna Grand Caravan,
reclining in your fully rotating, contoured leather seats
▶ Enjoy major highlights of Uganda, Tanzania and Kenya
on one seamless itinerary, including Bwindi Impenetrable
National Park in Uganda, Serengeti National Park in
Tanzania and Masai Mara Game Reserve in Kenya
▶ Encounter endangered mountain gorillas on two days of
trekking in the lush forests of Uganda
▶ Stay in the finest camps in “Great Migration” country —
three nights in each the Serengeti and the Masai Mara
▶ Spot the Big Five along with countless other wild species
from custom-made safari vehicles offering unobstructed
views from every seat
▶ Explore with handpicked safari guides whose in-depth
tracking expertise leads to amazing wildlife encounters
▶ Experience the unsurpassed peace and comfort of the
region’s preeminent boutique camp and luxury safari
accommodations with updated and reimagined features
▶ Glide by hot air balloon over the wild-life rich Masai Mara

Masai Mara
Game Reserve

Bwindi Impenetrable
National Park

TAN ZAN IA

flight to Bwindi Impenetrable National Park. On arrival,
continue to your accommodations on a scenic drive from the
Rift Valley to the mountains of Bwindi. Tonight, gather for a
welcome dinner.
Sanctuary Gorilla Forest Camp | Meals: B L D
DAY 3: Bwindi Impenetrable National Park |

Gorillas

Begin the first of two days of gorilla trekking with an early
morning hike through the park’s dense vegetation to seek
out the groups of endangered mountain gorillas living there.
Once the gorillas are located, settle in for an unforgettable
visit, observing the gentle and expressive creatures up close.
Watch mothers holding their infants and scampering toddlers
getting reined in by an attentive father protecting his family.
Return to camp this afternoon for the remainder of the day at
leisure. This evening, savor a Chef ’s Table experience, sipping
a cocktail while a chef demonstrates how to make one of the
delicious dishes local to the Bwindi region of Uganda, which
you sample before dinner.
Sanctuary Gorilla Forest Camp | Meals: B L D

DAY 1:

DAY 4: Bwindi Impenetrable National Park |

Arrive Entebbe, Uganda

Arrive in Entebbe, Uganda, which earns its nickname, the
“Pearl of Africa,” with stunning scenery. Transfer to your hotel
for an evening at leisure. Hotel No. 5
DAY 2: Bwindi Impenetrable National Park |

Chimps

This morning, board a private boat to Ngamba Island, home to
a sanctuary for orphaned and confiscated chimpanzees. Enjoy a
private visit with the team who care for the fascinating simians,
viewing their social behavior up close. Return by private boat
to Entebbe for lunch, before boarding your private charter
6
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Design Your Day

After another exciting trek to see gorillas, return to camp this
afternoon and enjoy one of these Design Your Day activities.
▶

Visit a Bike Shop Supported by A&K Philanthropy.
Meet the amazing women who run this shop and learn how
they maintain the bikes.

▶ Meet with Women from the Local Area at the Bwindi
Community Hospital, who teach local sewing classes.

Africa

P R I VAT E C H A R T E R A I R I N C L U D E D
Fly directly between key destinations on flights exclusive to A&K.

Aircraft
Cessna Grand Caravan 208B or comparable
Aircraft and seating configuration subject to change.

Flight Details
Entebbe–Bwindi (1 hr 15 min)
Bwindi–Serengeti (3 hrs*)
Serengeti–Masai Mara (2 hrs 30 min*)
Masai Mara–Nairobi (45 min)
*Flight duration only. Will stop en route to clear customs and immigration.

▶ Set Out on a Guided Forest Walk on the Munyaga waterfall
trail — be on the lookout for rare forest elephants and
primates such as colobus monkeys.
Return to your camp for dinner.
Sanctuary Gorilla Forest Camp | Meals: B L D
DAY 5: Serengeti National Park, Tanzania |

Wild Game

Board your privately chartered flight to Serengeti National
Park, via stops at customs in Uganda and Tanzania, taking in
the incredible vistas and intimate viewing afforded by lowlevel flight. Early this afternoon, arrive at your luxurious camp,

Gain a new perspective on the wildlife of the
Masai Mara on a morning hot air balloon ride

Encounter endangered mountain gorillas up close in Uganda

which features the largest, most impressive tented en-suites
imaginable, each with amazing, uninterrupted views over the
Serengeti. Then, set out on a game drive across the 10,000
square-mile Serengeti, a habitat to countless wild species.
Finish your day in classic safari style with a refreshing Scenic
Sundowner, sipping cocktails while taking in the incredible
atmosphere just before dusk.
Serengeti Bushtops Luxury Tented Camp | Meals: B L D
DAYS 6–7: Serengeti National Park |

Two Days on Safari

Enjoy two days of morning and afternoon game drives through

Toast a day of exploration in Serengeti National Park
with a relaxing Scenic Sundowner

800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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A Bird’s-Eye View of Wildlife
and a Private Air Advantage
The charter flights featured on Wings Over East
Africa serve as a distinctive type of safari experience
in and of themselves, in particular your flight to the
Masai Mara Game Reserve, which affords sights of the
region’s incredible wildlife and gorgeous landscapes
that simply can’t be duplicated from ground level.
The Mara is home to one of the world’s most
impressive concentrations of wildlife, and your
pilot-guides, skilled in low-level flying, give you the
opportunity for a closer look at it than you’ve most
likely ever experienced by air. You may catch glimpses
of a giraffe stretching up to nibble a tree branch, an
elephant cooling itself in the shallows of a muddy
watering hole or a pink swath of countless flamingos
wading at the edge of a sparkling lake.
Private chartered air adds another dimension to your
safari experience as well, offering a level of timesaving convenience not possible with scheduled air.
You’re swept elegantly between far-flung locales,
including to the forests of Uganda, where you go
gorilla trekking, attended to in style by a dedicated
flight crew en route.
From stunning aerial perspectives on African wildlife
to easy access to the best of three countries on one
incredible itinerary, Wings Over East Africa delivers.
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the vast landscape, observing the timeless circle of life.
DAY 8: Masai Mara Game Reserve, Kenya |

I N S P I R I N G A C C O M M O D AT I O N S

Africa

Serengeti Bushtops Luxury Tented Camp | Meals: B L D

Migration

Board your privately chartered flight to the Masai Mara Game
Reserve via stops at customs in Tanzania and Kenya. Revel
in the views of the expansive plains and, weather permitting,
get an up-close look at the wildlife with some low-level flying
by your skilled pilot-guides. Upon landing, settle into your
luxurious camp, before immersing yourself in the vast Mara
on an afternoon game drive. Among the many species you may
encounter are the topi (an antelope found primarily here) as
well as hippopotamuses, warthogs, hyenas and an abundance
of bird life. Your arrival here is timed to coincide with when the
Great Migration is historically in the Masai Mara, increasing
your opportunity to witness one of nature’s greatest spectacles.
Tonight, relax in your fabulously appointed en-suite tent,
watching the African night sky from your huge wooden deck
or private hot tub, basking in panoramic views and 24-hour
butler service.

Serengeti Bushtops Luxury Tented Camp

Permanent tented safari camp of 13 luxury tents with en-suite bathrooms,
verandas and hot tubs, all facing the setting sun for vistas of timeless beauty.

Mara Bushtops Luxury Tented Camp | Meals: B L D
DAY 9: Masai Mara Game Reserve |

Hot Air Balloon Ride

Rise before dawn for a hot air balloon adventure that takes you
soaring over the vast, wildlife-rich Masai Mara, viewing game
from a fresh new perspective. Then, touch down for a breakfast
in the bush. This afternoon, with help from your expert driverguide, and a little patience, you may sight a leopard retrieving a
kill from the branches of an acacia tree or elephants protecting
their young on an afternoon game drive. You may also glimpse
Maasai tribesmen traversing the plains or herding goats and
cattle, pursuing the nomadic existence they have embraced
for centuries.

Mara Bushtops Luxury Tented
Camp — Twelve under-canvas tents
featuring large decks with hot tubs.

Sanctuary Gorilla Forest Camp

Remote, atmospheric camp offering
guests 10 spacious luxury tents.

Mara Bushtops Luxury Tented Camp | Meals: B L D
DAY 10: Masai Mara Game Reserve |

An Exclusive Visit

Today, again enjoy morning and afternoon game drives as well
as the option for a walking safari. Also visit a school on
the edge of the Masai Mara for an A&K-exclusive experience,
taking part in the setup of a LifeStraw Water filter that purifies
drinking water for students and teachers, a project sponsored
by Abercrombie & Kent Philanthropy.
Mara Bushtops Luxury Tented Camp | Meals: B L D
DAY 11: Depart Nairobi

Fly to Nairobi by private charter for an afternoon at leisure in a
dayroom reserved for you. This evening, transfer to the airport
and depart. Hemingways Nairobi (dayroom) | Meals: B L

T R AV E L P R I VAT E LY W I T H A & K
Customize this itinerary and create the perfect private
Luxury Tailor Made Journey just for you. Contact A&K
for more details.

Hotel No. 5

Stylish boutique hotel with 10 suites
set in the verdant suburbs of Entebbe.

Hemingways Nairobi

Exclusive boutique, all-suite hotel,
located near Nairobi National Park.

D AT E S & P R I C I N G
Departure Dates
Aug 25–Sep 4, Sep 12–22,
Sep 26–Oct 6, Oct 17–27

Double
Occupancy

Single
Supplement

$39,495

$6,995

Journey Details
This journey contains some active elements such as hiking through isolated jungle regions.
Minimum age is 15 years.
Each guest on this journey will receive an A&K Safari Duffel.
First group event: welcome briefing at 9:00 a.m. on Day 2.
Last group event: lunch at 12:30 p.m. on Day 11.

Book Your Journey Today

Contact A&K or go online for up-to-date information on dates,
pricing, extensions and special offers.
800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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Africa

Wings Over
Southern Africa

ZAM B IA

Livingstone
Okavango Delta

14 days from $40,995 | Limited to 15 guests
Experience the best of Southern Africa on
this epic adventure: mighty Victoria Falls, the
game-rich Okavango Delta and the towering
dunes of Sossusvlei as well as inspiring,
cosmopolitan Cape Town — all on one incredible
itinerary made possible by the time-saving
convenience of privately chartered air.
A & K A D VA N TA G E S

ZIMBABWE

NAM IB IA

Windhoek

Sossusvlei

Maun

B OTSWANA

Johannesburg
SO U TH
ATL A NTI C
O CE A N

SO U T H
AF R I CA

I N D I A N
O C E A N

Cape Town
ARRIVE/DEPART
AIR

▶ Fly in style between destinations on exclusively chartered flights
▶ Relax in luxurious accommodations during stays in four
countries, from your tree house on a dramatic bend of the
Zambezi River and your private bush pavilion in the heart of
the Okavango Delta on Chief’s Island to your elegant private
villa in the vast desert of Sossusvlei and your chic Cape Town
hotel with Table Mountain views
▶ Catch some of the region’s finest game viewing in the
Okavango Delta’s Moremi Game Reserve, the predator
capital of Africa
▶ Explore spectacular Sossusvlei, where the terra cottacolored sand dunes rise 1,000 feet or more
▶ Customize your travel experience in Cape Town, with a
choice of three Design Your Day activities
▶ Visit Nakatindi Village in Zambia to learn how A&K
Philanthropy supports its school, health clinic, and vital,
women-led business enterprises

DAY 1:

Arrive Johannesburg, South Africa

Arrive in Johannesburg and transfer to your exclusive hotel.
Settle in and relax before your exciting Southern Africa
adventure. Saxon Hotel, Villas and Spa
DAY 2: Livingstone, Zambia |

The Mighty Zambezi

Fly by privately chartered air to Livingstone in Zambia. Continue
to Sanctuary Sussi & Chuma, where you stay in a luxury tree
house built into the riverside canopy. At twilight, cruise the
Zambezi River, sipping cocktails and gliding past pods of hippos,
on a memorable Scenic Sundowner. Gather this evening for a
welcome dinner. Sanctuary Sussi & Chuma | Meals: B L D
10
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DAY 3: Livingstone |

Feel The Mist Of Victoria Falls

Begin by exploring spectacular Victoria Falls from the
Zambian side on a guided walk. Afterward, peruse a local
craft market, and then enjoy a Chef ’s Table experience that
introduces you to the local cuisine with a tasting of traditional
Zambian fare, followed by lunch. Next, gain insight into
local daily life with a visit to a school and clinic supported by
A&K Philanthropy in Nakatindi Village. While in Nakatindi,
meet with local female entrepreneurs at a bike shop and
visit a bead-making studio that creates beads out of recycled
materials, both projects also supported by A&K Philanthropy.
Return to camp for a cocktail before dinner.
Sanctuary Sussi & Chuma | Meals: B L D
DAY 4: Okavango Delta, Botswana |

The Big Five

Fly by private charter to Maun, Botswana, transferring on
arrival by light aircraft to the Okavango Delta, and continuing
overland to Sanctuary Chief ’s Camp. The camp is situated
in the Mombo Concession of the Moremi Game Reserve,
nicknamed the “predator capital of the world” and one of the
best places in Botswana to see the Big Five — the lion, leopard,
rhino, elephant and Cape buffalo. Settle into your luxurious
camp, and then set out on an afternoon game drive.
Sanctuary Chief ’s Camp | Meals: B L D
DAYS 5–6: Okavango Delta |

Moremi Game Reserve

Explore the reserve for the next two days, rising early for a
game drive through countryside where elephants, buffalo and
impalas, as well as lions and other predators, roam free. Each
day, set out on a safari to marvel at the incredible wildlife. On
either day, perhaps embark on an optional mokoro ride, gliding
quietly through tranquil delta waters, observing the aquatic

Africa

P R I VAT E C H A R T E R A I R I N C L U D E D
Fly directly between key destinations on flights exclusive to A&K.

Aircraft
Learjet 45 or comparable

Aircraft and seating configuration subject to change.

Flight Details
Johannesburg–Livingstone (1 hr 30 min)
Livingstone–Maun (30 min)
Maun–Chief’s Camp (25 min)
Chief’s Camp–Maun (25 min)
Maun–Windhoek (1 hr 15 min)
Windhoek–Sossusvlei (1 hr 45 min)
Sossusvlei–Windhoek (1 hr 45 min)
Windhoek–Cape Town (2 hrs)

residents large and small, from frogs to hippos. One evening
here, return to the lodge for an A&K-exclusive experience that
introduces you to Botswanan culture, celebrating its traditional
foods, attire, language rituals and ceremonies.
Sanctuary Chief ’s Camp | Meals: B L D
DAY 7: Sossusvlei, Namibia |

Under the Desert Sky

Return by light aircraft to Maun and board your private
charter flight to Windhoek, Namibia. On arrival, transfer by
light aircraft to Sossusvlei and continue to your luxurious
desert lodge. Enjoy an afternoon at leisure. After dark, join the

Sight game in Botswana’s lush Okavango Delta for two full days

resident astronomer in the lodge’s state-of-the-art observatory
and marvel at the sky’s wonders.
andBeyond Sossusvlei Desert Lodge | Meals: B L D
DAY 8: Sossusvlei |

Among the Towering Dunes

Today, discover renowned Sossusvlei, a place of otherworldly
beauty. The salt-and-clay pan is surrounded by towering
dunes that, together with the sky, make up the palette of burnt
oranges and vivid blues that are so distinctive to the region.
After an opportunity to climb “Big Daddy” — the tallest of
the dunes — return to your lodge for an afternoon at leisure.
andBeyond Sossusvlei Desert Lodge | Meals: B L D

Immerse yourself in the wonder of mighty
Victoria Falls on a guided walk in Zambia

Get up close to endangered African penguins at their
colony on Boulders Beach in Cape Town

800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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The Stark Beauty of
Sossusvlei, Namibia
Namibia’s Sossusvlei is a salt-and-clay pan, or dried-up
lake bed, found among the spectacular red-sand dunes
of the Namib Desert, which stretches for 1,200 miles
along southern Africa’s Atlantic coast. This region’s
vistas of austere, almost otherworldly beauty offer a
unique counterpoint to the lush forests experienced
elsewhere throughout southern Africa on this journey.
The pale color of the pan, punctuated by gnarled
black tree trunks, contrasts vividly with the Marslike red of the dunes surrounding it, prompting the
feeling you’ve been magically transported to another
planet. “Fairy circles” — naturally occurring, ringlike depressions in the earth that dot the landscape —
only add to Sossusvlei’s uncanny sense of place.
Nighttime offers its contrasts as well, with daytime
desert temperatures cooling significantly after sunset.
And since Sossusvlei is part of a dark-sky reserve, a
marvelous display of astronomical wonders awaits
anyone willing to brave the chill. Let a resident
astronomer guide take you on a tour by telescope of
the southern constellations.
Far off the beaten path, Sossusvlei is usually a standalone destination, yet A&K is able to include it as part
of a broader portrait of Southern Africa, thanks to
privately chartered air.
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Haunting Desert Vistas

Rise early to explore the fascinating NamibRand Nature
Reserve, observing its unique desert-adapted plants and
wildlife, and learning about the efforts to conserve its
distinctive ecology. This afternoon, you may opt to venture out
for a guided trail ride over the stark desert panorama on an
e-bike, taking in the awe-inspiring terrain.
andBeyond Sossusvlei Desert Lodge | Meals: B L D

T R AV E L P R I VAT E LY W I T H A & K
Make this a private journey, for just you and your party, or
create your own completely customized Luxury Tailor Made
Journey by private air. Contact A&K for more details.

Africa

DAY 9: Sossusvlei |

I N S P I R I N G A C C O M M O D AT I O N S

DAYS 10–11: Cape Town, South Africa | In Mandela’s Footsteps

Fly by light aircraft to Windhoek, and then on to Cape Town via
privately chartered aircraft. Upon arrival, check in to your hotel
and enjoy the remainder of the day at leisure. The next day, set
out for Robben Island, where the anti-apartheid leader — and
eventual South African president — Nelson Mandela was once
imprisoned. Privately explore this moving UNESCO World
Heritage Site, and view a cell where Mandela was held. After
lunch, drive to Table Mountain and ascend to its soaring plateau
by cable car for gorgeous views.

Sanctuary Chief ’s Camp

Award-winning camp with 10 luxurious, air-conditioned bush pavilions,
each with a private dining area and plunge pool, and outdoor shower.

One&Only Cape Town | Meals: B (Day 10); B L D (Day 11)
DAY 12: Cape Town |

Design Your Day

Today, enjoy one of these Design Your Day activities.
▶ Savor a Taste-Filled Winelands Adventure, visiting
Stellenbosch and partaking in wine tastings at top vineyards,
and a craft beer tasting.
▶ Hike & Bike the Table Mountain Area, ascending Lion’s
Head on foot, breaking for lunch on trendy Bree Street and
biking along the Sea Point Promenade, stopping to view art
installations along the way.
▶ Discover Cape Town’s Thriving Art Scene, starting at the Zeitz
Museum of Contemporary Art Africa, admiring the vividly
colorful Bo-Kaap district, and later stopping at an urban art
project for insights into the passion of local graffiti artists.
Return to your luxurious hotel for an evening at leisure.

Sanctuary Sussi & Chuma

andBeyond Sossusvlei Desert Lodge

One&Only Cape Town

Saxon Hotel, Villas and Spa

Twelve romantic, air-conditioned tree
houses beside the Zambezi River.

Travel + Leisure World’s Best hotel on
the Victoria & Alfred Waterfront.

Luxury lodge with ten elegant stone
villas set in the Namib Desert.

Travel + Leisure World’s Best luxury
boutique hotel in a tranquil suburb.

One&Only Cape Town | Meals: B L
DAY 13: Cape Town |

Exploring Cape Point

Discover scenic, rugged Cape Point, the mountainous
promontory at the southern tip of Africa. Venture past the
“bikini beaches” at the base of the Twelve Apostles Mountains,
Hout Bay with its bustling fishing harbor, and over Chapman’s
Peak Drive. Explore the Cape Peninsula and Cape of Good
Hope Nature Reserve, home to rare species. Ascend by
funicular to the pinnacle at Cape Point for some stunning
views. At Boulders Beach, visit its colony of endangered
African penguins. Tonight, gather for your farewell dinner.
One&Only Cape Town | Meals: B L D
DAY 14: Depart Cape Town

After breakfast, privately transfer to the airport for your
departing flight. Meals: B

D AT E S & P R I C I N G
Departure Dates
May 8–21
Sep 13–26, Sep 29–Oct 12

Double
Occupancy

Single
Supplement

$40,995

$9,995

$41,995

$11,995

Journey Details
Minimum age is 10 years.
Each guest on this journey will receive an A&K Safari Duffel.
First group event: welcome briefing at 7:00 a.m. on Day 2.
Last group event: farewell dinner at 7:00 p.m. on Day 13.
Table Mountain and Robben Island touring may be unavailable due to weather
conditions. In such an instance, alternative sightseeing will be provided.

Book Your Journey Today

Contact A&K or go online for up-to-date information on dates,
pricing, extensions and special offers.
800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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Wings Over Israel, Jordan
& Egypt

ME DI TE R R A NE A N
S E A

Tel Aviv

Bethlehem
Dead Sea
IS R AE L
Masada
Petra

Cairo

13 days from $45,495 | Limited to 12 guests

Explore three classic Middle East destinations in
less than two weeks thanks to the flexibility and
convenience of privately chartered air, journeying
from Jerusalem, Bethlehem and Masada to Petra
and Wadi Rum, and onward to set foot inside the
tomb of King Tutankhamun, touch the paws of the
Sphinx and cruise for four nights along the Nile.
A & K A D VA N TA G E S
▶ Fly directly between three diverse destinations on exclusive
chartered flights
▶ Discover Israel, a land held sacred by three faiths, and gain
perspective on the nation’s varied cultures, when you visit a
vast array of biblical and historical sites
▶ Customize your experience in Jerusalem, taking advantage
of A&K’s Design Your Day feature
▶ Behold Petra, the city “half as old as time,” and Wadi Rum,
the desert outpost of Lawrence of Arabia
▶ Embark on a four-night Nile River cruise aboard the intimate
dahabeah, ‘Sanctuary Zein Nile Chateau,’ exclusively
chartered for your group, and marvel at some of Egypt’s
greatest temples and tombs

Aqaba

E GY PT

JORDAN

Jerusalem

Wadi Rum

Luxor
Esna
Kom Ombo
Aswan

ARRIVE/DEPART
AIR
ROAD
CRUISE

Abu Simbel

R E D
SE A

of the Cross to the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. Proceed
to Mount Zion to view the traditional Tomb of King David
and the Upper Room, which commemorates the Last
Supper. Tonight, gather at a local restaurant for a special
welcome dinner.
The King David | Meals: B L D
DAY 3: Jerusalem, Bethlehem or Tel Aviv | Design Your Day

Today, enjoy one of these Design Your Day activities.

▶ Explore the New City of Jerusalem & Bethlehem, viewing
the Dead Sea Scrolls and joining a local Christian family for
lunch on a Chef ’s Table experience in the West Bank.

▶ Explore one of Egypt’s legendary pyramids on the Giza
Plateau from the inside out

▶ Visit the New City of Jerusalem & Enjoy Time at
Leisure, exploring Yad Vashem, before some free time to
relax or further explore the city.

▶ Touch the paws of the enigmatic Great Sphinx on a once-ina-lifetime insider-access opportunity

▶ Discover Dynamic Tel Aviv on an active walking tour
and visit the ancient port city of Jaffa.
All options include lunch. The King David | Meals: B L D

DAY 1:

Arrive Tel Aviv, Israel

Arrive in Tel Aviv, where you are met and privately transferred
to your hotel in Jerusalem. The King David
DAY 2: Jerusalem |

Timeless Spiritual Inspiration

If you wish, rise early for a guided walk on the Temple Mount.
Explore the Old City of Jerusalem, starting in the Jewish
Quarter. Proceed to the Western Wall, Judaism’s most sacred
site. Also explore the underground Western Wall tunnels. After
lunch, visit major Christian sites, including St. Anne’s Church
with the Pool of Bethesda. Walk along the Stations of the Way
14
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DAY 4: Jerusalem |

Masada & the Dead Sea

Venture through the Judean desert wilderness to Masada, where
you take the cable car up to the last stronghold of the Zealots.
Many of their fortifications, originally built by King Herod, still
stand today. Stop for lunch at a hotel beside the Dead Sea. If
you wish, take a dip in its buoyant, mineral-rich waters before
returning to Jerusalem.
The King David | Meals: B L D
DAY 5: Aqaba, Jordan |

Arrival in Petra

Board your privately chartered flight to Jordan, landing in

Egypt, Morocco & Beyond

P R I VAT E C H A R T E R A I R I N C L U D E D
Fly directly between key destinations on flights exclusive to A&K.

Aircraft
Challenger 850, Embraer Legacy or comparable
Aircraft and seating configuration subject to change.

Flight Details
Tel Aviv–Aqaba (45 min)
Aqaba–Aswan (2 hrs)
Aswan–Abu Simbel (40 min)
Abu Simbel–Aswan (40 min)
Luxor–Cairo (1 hr 15 min)

Traverse Giza as locals have for millennia, riding camelback
in sight of the pyramids

Aqaba, where you have lunch before continuing to Petra.
Mövenpick Resort Petra | Meals: B L D
DAY 6: Petra & Wadi Rum |

The Bedouin Life

Explore Petra, the once-thriving desert capital carved into red
rock, discovering the Siq, the Temple of the Winged Lions and
the Palace Tomb, and visiting the iconic Treasury accompanied
by a local archaeologist. This afternoon, continue to Wadi Rum,
the so-called “Valley of the Moon” and the site of your private
desert camp. Later, enjoy a refreshing Scenic Sundowner, and
then marvel at the sunset over a Bedouin meal, followed by a
discussion on Bedouin life. Discovery Bedu Camp | Meals: B L D

Explore Jerusalem, including the Western Wall in the
Old City, and visit many historic and holy sites

DAY 7: Abu Simbel & Aswan, Egypt |

Abu Simbel

Fly from Aqaba via private charter to Aswan, where you clear
Egyptian Immigration, and then take off for Abu Simbel.
There, behold the towering twin temples of Ramses II and his
wife, Queen Nefertari, rescued from the flooding waters of the
Aswan High Dam. Fly back to Aswan, where you board the
intimate dahabeah ‘Sanctuary Zein Nile Chateau.’ Later, ride
by motorized boat to the island of Agilika and view a special
Sound and Light Show at Philae Temple, a sacred complex that
reflects three great civilizations: Egyptian, Greek and Roman.
‘Sanctuary Zein Nile Chateau’ | Meals: B L D

Relax beside the Dead Sea and float in its
soothing waters

800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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Three Civilizations,
One Timely Journey
Israel, Jordan and Egypt each have strong and
distinctive cultural identities. While Israel is
historically a land held sacred by three faiths as well
as a thriving, modern nation, Egypt is home to the
legacy of a civilization that enjoyed an unparalleled
zenith before receding into the sands of time. And
Jordan, with its own ancient marvels, completes a trio
of destinations that together embody the mystique
and allure of the Middle East as few others can.
Wings Over Israel, Jordan & Egypt affords you the
incredible opportunity to visit all three of these classic
destinations on one exciting journey, in under two
weeks — an elegant timetable made possible by the
convenience and flexibility of privately chartered flights
and A&K’s long-standing presence in the region.
Discover Jerusalem, Bethlehem, Masada, Petra,
Luxor, the pyramids at Giza, Cairo and the timeless
Nile River — fascinating places with histories
so compelling that any one of them might top a
traveller’s must-see list — accompanied by A&K
Resident Tour Directors and the finest local guides.
Revel in insider access moments, as you are immersed
in the story of three enduring desert cultures on the
journey of a lifetime.
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Stunning Architecture

Go ashore at Kom Ombo to visit the Greco-Roman temple
dedicated to Haroeris (the sun god) and Sobek (the crocodile
god), and view the mummified remains of several crocodiles
that once basked along the ancient Nile shore, just as their
descendants do today. Continue sailing toward Esna, a city
sacred to ancient Egyptians, passing riverside villages where
time has seemingly stood still and soaking in the ambience
aboard your dahabeah, taking in the views, as history unfolds
all around you. ‘Sanctuary Zein Nile Chateau’ | Meals: B L D
DAY 10: Cruising the Nile |

Tutankhamun & Nefertari

Cruise to Luxor where you roam through the Valley of
the Kings, legendary burial ground of the pharaohs and a
UNESCO World Heritage Site. It was here in 1922 that the
tomb of “the boy king,” Tutankhamun, was found by British
archaeologist Howard Carter. Now discover it for yourself, as
you set foot inside its 35-century-old walls. Also visit the tomb
of Seti I, the father of Ramses II, one of the best-preserved
tombs in the Valley of the Kings. Continue to the Valley of
the Queens, where you visit Queen Nefertari’s tomb, famous
for the colorful, well-preserved artwork that adorns its walls.
After lunch back on board, visit the Temple of Karnak and
walk through the Great Hypostyle Hall. Visit the Temple of
Luxor, with its massive statues of Ramses II, and marvel at the
Colonnade and Court of Amenhotep III.

I N S P I R I N G A C C O M M O D AT I O N S
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DAYS 8–9: Cruising the Nile |

‘Sanctuary Zein Nile Chateau’

The first bespoke dahabeah (traditional Egyptian sailing boat) built to
international luxury standards, offering an elegant Nile River experience.

The King David

Four Seasons Hotel Cairo at
Nile Plaza

Travel + Leisure World’s Best hotel
with deluxe rooms near the Old City.

Travel + Leisure World’s Best hotel.

‘Sanctuary Zein Nile Chateau’ | Meals: B L D
DAY 11: Luxor & Cairo |

Immersive Museum Visit

Today, bid farewell to ‘Sanctuary Zein Nile Chateau,’
disembarking to fly aboard chartered aircraft to Cairo. Explore
the newly opened Grand Egyptian Museum to view a vast trove
of artifacts, some displayed for the first time. Then, check in at
your hotel located along Cairo’s Corniche.
Four Seasons Hotel Cairo at Nile Plaza | Meals: B L
DAY 12: Cairo |

The Pyramids & the Great Sphinx of Giza

Venture through the Giza Plateau as you Ride Like a Local by
camel to view its iconic pyramids and explore the interior of
one of these soaring Fourth Dynasty tombs. Then, go up close
to the Great Sphinx, enjoying special private access to the paws
of the enigmatic monument, close enough to touch them. This
evening, gather for a farewell dinner.
Four Seasons Hotel Cairo at Nile Plaza | Meals: B L D
DAY 13: Depart Cairo

After breakfast, privately transfer to the airport to board your
departing flight. Meals: B

Discovery Bedu Camp

Mövenpick Resort Petra

Bedouin-style tented luxury camp in
a Wadi Rum dark-sky location.

Stylish hotel with Arabian ambience,
just steps from the entrance to Petra.

D AT E S & P R I C I N G
Departure Dates
Jan 17–29, Jan 31–Feb 12,
Mar 7–19, Sep 5–17,
Sep 19–Oct 1, Nov 7-19*,
Dec 5-17

Deluxe Cabin Napoleon Suite Farouk Suite
$45,495

$46,495

$47,495

$9,995

$10,895

$11,695

Single Supplement

*Day 5 at Petra Marriott Hotel
Journey Details
Minimum age is 10 years.
First group event: welcome briefing at 6:30 p.m. on Day 1.
Last group event: farewell dinner at 7:00 p.m. on Day 12.

T R AV E L P R I VAT E LY W I T H A & K
Customize this itinerary and create the perfect private
Luxury Tailor Made Journey just for you. Contact A&K
for more details.

Book Your Journey Today

Contact A&K or go online for up-to-date information on dates,
pricing, extensions and special offers.
800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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Wings Over Australia

13 days from $39,995 | Limited to 18 guests
On a luxurious journey that spans Australia by
private air, from the diverse landscapes of Tasmania to
Melbourne’s famed winelands and Sydney’s eclectic
treasures, encounter rare wildlife, view mystical Uluru
at sunrise and sunset, privately explore the Great
Barrier Reef and cruise iconic Sydney Harbour.

Hayman Island
(via Hamilton Island)

Uluru
(Ayers Rock)

Sydney
Melbourne

A & K A D VA N TA G E S
▶ Discover the advantages of private air, flying in comfort
between destinations aboard an exclusively chartered
aircraft with a dedicated flight crew
▶ Venture to the island state of Tasmania, where you take
in the offbeat art at MONA, get up close to magnificent
raptors on an A&K-exclusive experience and meet the
endangered Tasmanian devil
▶ Experience the Great Barrier Reef on a full-day private
cruise that also visits renowned Whitehaven Beach
▶ Enjoy three nights at award-winning Saffire Freycinet, a
sophisticated coastal sanctuary in the wilds of Tasmania,
and relax on a luxurious two-night stay at Longitude 131° —
a five-star tented eco-camp with views of majestic Uluru
▶ Take in the best of Sydney, embarking on private cruise of
Sydney Harbour on a super yacht followed by a private
behind-the-scenes visit to the Sydney Opera House
DAY 1:

Arrive Melbourne, Australia

Arrive in Melbourne, where you are met and transferred to
your hotel. Explore Melbourne’s landmarks before gathering
with your fellow guests for a welcome dinner.
Park Hyatt Melbourne | Meals: D
DAY 2: Melbourne |

Yarra Valley Winelands

Set out for the renowned Yarra Valley, stopping at a winery
for behind-the-scenes access to the winemaking team. Then,
sit down to a private paired-wine master class with canapés,
followed by lunch with matched wines introduced by a
sommelier. Next, visit another winery, where you delight in an
exclusive barrel-room tasting at their vineyard.
Park Hyatt Melbourne | Meals: B L
DAY 3: Tasmania |

MONA & Exclusive Raptor Refuge Visit

This morning, fly by privately chartered aircraft to Hobart, the
18
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Freycinet
Peninsula
ARRIVE/DEPART
AIR
ROAD

Hobart

capital of Tasmania. Upon arrival, transfer to Raptor Refuge
for an A&K-exclusive insider access experience with the refuge
owner. Visit its aviaries and observe wedge-tailed eagles,
falcons and owls up close. Later, head to the Museum of Old
and New Art (MONA) to view its striking exhibits and savor
lunch with paired wine at its restaurant. Drive up Tasmania’s
dazzling east coast to your luxury boutique lodge located on
the Freycinet Peninsula. Tonight, enjoy dinner and drinks at
Palate Restaurant while gazing out at the wide expanses of
Great Oyster Bay. Saffire Freycinet | Meals: B L D
DAY 4: Tasmania |

Tasmanian Devils & Oyster Farm

Join a local guide at your lodge’s open-range Tasmanian
devil enclosure for a rare encounter with the world’s largest
carnivorous marsupial, and learn about the a conservation
work being done to save it. Following lunch, visit Freycinet
Marine Farm, where you wade waist-deep into the ocean
to feast on their freshly shucked, award-winning oysters,
sparkling wine in hand, on a memorable Chef ’s Table
experience. Listen as your guides explain this important
wetland and the life cycle of the oysters.
Saffire Freycinet | Meals: B L D
DAY 5: Tasmania |

Design Your Day

This morning, enjoy one of these Design Your Day activities.
▶ Walk with a Guide to the Wineglass Bay Lookout to view
its white-sand beaches and diverse flora and fauna.
▶ Learn the Art of Beekeeping from a horticulturalist and
take a hand in extracting honeycomb from the hive.
▶ Kayak Pelican Bay for Outstanding Bird-Watching,
paddling crystal-clear waters with an expert guide.

Asia, India & the Pacific

P R I VAT E C H A R T E R A I R I N C L U D E D
Fly directly between key destinations on flights exclusive to A&K.

Aircraft
Fokker 70 VIP or comparable

Aircraft and seating configuration subject to change.

Flight Details
Melbourne–Hobart (1 hr 15 min)
Hobart–Uluru (3 hr 30 min)
Uluru–Hamilton Island (2 hr 45 min)
Hamilton Island–Sydney (2 hr 30 min)

After lunch back at the lodge, the remainder of the day is at
leisure. Saffire Freycinet | Meals: B L D
DAY 6: Uluru |

The Undeniable Presence of Uluru

Fly by private charter aircraft to Uluru (Ayers Rock) and
transfer to your luxury tented camp overlooking the
UNESCO-listed wilderness of Uluru-Kata Tjuta National
Park. This afternoon, with chilled glass in hand, witness the
changing light reflected on Uluru for an unforgettable Scenic
Sundowner. Tonight, enjoy exclusive dining among the dunes,
set to the sounds of an ancient indigenous culture, and feast on

Stay for three nights at a boutique hotel on
Tasmania’s Freycinet Peninsula

Stroll the sparkling sands of incomparable Whitehaven Beach

four delicious courses complemented with premium Australian
wines. Later, view the Southerly stars with your camp’s
astronomer. Longitude 131° | Meals: B L D
DAY 7: Uluru |

Sunrise Over the Olgas

Rise early and set out for Kata Tjuta (the Olgas), stopping
to view sunrise over its majestic domes. In the company of
your guide, walk through Walpa Gorge and learn how eons
of weathering and continental upheaval have shaped today’s
stark landscapes. This afternoon, return to Uluru and traverse
the Mala Walk, pausing to view cave paintings and sources of

Take in the highlights of vibrant Melbourne, before heading out
to the Yarra Valley Winelands

800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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Tasmania Adds a New Twist
to Classic Aussie Adventure
Dangled about 180 miles off the southeast corner
of Australia, the island state of Tasmania is an
under-discovered jewel. It boasts amazingly diverse
landscapes, many of which reside in protected national
parks and reserves, including dense rainforests, soaring
mountains and rugged coastlines broken by long
stretches of white-sand beach.
Tasmania also features its own share of unusual
wildlife, most famously the Tasmanian devil, a fierce
carnivorous marsupial endemic to the island. Guests
on Wings Over Australia enjoy the rare opportunity to
observe Tasmanian devils in a recreated habitat during
a three-night stay at amazing Saffire Freycinet, a resort
set on the island’s east coast featuring luxurious suites
that offer privacy and easy access to a nearby estuary.
Other accommodations on this wide-ranging adventure
that echo that same combination of contemporary
luxury in a distant setting include Longitude 131°
overlooking Uluru in the timeless Outback and
InterContinental Hayman Island Resort, which places
you squarely in the heart of the Great Barrier Reef.
Linking remote locales — including surprising
Tasmania — with must-see cities like Melbourne and
Sydney is the hallmark of a Wings Over the World
journey: unique, immersive and unforgettable.
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DAY 8: Uluru |

Hayman Island

Early this morning, discover peaceful Mutitjulu Waterhole and
the sacred site of Kuniya Piti as the sun lights up ancient Uluru.
Walk with your guide, who shares the Anangu creation story
of Kuniya and Liru, for a deeper perspective on the striking
monolith. After breakfast, board a private charter flight to
Hamilton Island, and then Ride Like a Local, embarking by
launch to Hayman Island, where your idyllic resort awaits —
nestled in the heart of the Great Barrier Reef. InterContinental

T R AV E L P R I VAT E LY W I T H A & K
Customize this itinerary and create the perfect private
Luxury Tailor Made Journey just for you. Contact A&K
for more details.
I N S P I R I N G A C C O M M O D AT I O N S

Asia, India & the Pacific

bush tucker. Later, see the walls of Kantju Gorge ablaze with
the light of the setting sun as you sip sparkling wine and nibble
on canapés, savoring the solitude of the gorge as the daylight
fades. Longitude 131° | Meals: B L D

Hayman Island Resort | Meals: B L D
DAY 9: Hayman Island |

Exploring the Great Barrier Reef

Experience a full day in the Great Barrier Reef on your stylish
private vessel. Snorkel the local fringing reefs, observing the
riot of color and movement provided by local denizens in
the crystal-clear waters. After lunch, visit Whitehaven Beach,
located in the heart of the reef. Discover for yourself why this
unspoiled shoreline strand is widely considered one of the
most beautiful beaches in the world.

Saffire Freycinet

Award-winning luxury coastal sanctuary on Tasmania’s East Coast.

InterContinental Hayman Island Resort | Meals: B L
DAY 10: Hayman Island |

A Day at Leisure

Enjoy a day at your leisure, relaxing or choosing from
included activities, such as a guided nature walk, fish feeding
and kayaking. InterContinental Hayman Island Resort | Meals: B
DAY 11: Sydney |

InterContinental Hayman

Eco-friendly luxury tented camp
overlooking UNESCO-listed Uluru.

Luxury island resort located in the
heart of the Great Barrier Reef.

The Spectacular Harbour City

Early this morning, fly to Sydney by privately chartered
aircraft, enjoying a city tour on arrival. Sink your toes in the
sand at the surfer’s paradise of Bondi Beach and stroll the
boutique shops of Paddington, a neighborhood filled with
Victorian and Georgian architecture. Transfer to your luxury
hotel perfectly set near Sydney Harbour.
Four Seasons Hotel Sydney | Meals: B L
DAY 12: Sydney |

Longitude 131°

Harbour Cruise & Opera House Visit

This morning, embark on a privately chartered luxury yacht
to cruise scenic Sydney Harbour, admiring landmarks,
including the Sydney Harbour Bridge and the Sydney Opera
Houses. Back on shore, stop for lunch at a local restaurant,
and then commence your guided behind-the-scenes visit to
the magnificent Sydney Opera House. Following some time at
leisure in the afternoon, gather for your farewell dinner.
Four Seasons Hotel Sydney | Meals: B L D
DAY 13: Depart Sydney

After breakfast, transfer to the airport and depart. Meals: B

Four Seasons Hotel Sydney

Park Hyatt Melbourne

Contemporary luxury hotel with
views of the Sydney Harbour.

Luxurious hotel ideally situated in the
bustling heart of the city.

D AT E S & P R I C I N G
Departure Dates
Oct 7–19, Nov 4–16, Feb 18–Mar 1, 2024;
Mar 24–Apr 5, 2024

Double
Occupancy

Single
Supplement

$39,995

$13,495

Journey Details
This journey contains some active elements.
Minimum age is 10 years.
First group event: welcome briefing at 2:00 p.m. on Day 1.
Last group event: farewell dinner at 6:30 p.m. on Day 12.

Book Your Journey Today

Contact A&K or go online for up-to-date information on dates,
pricing, extensions and special offers.
800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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Wings Over New Zealand

Auckland

11 days from $39,995 | Limited to 18 guests

N E W
Z E AL AN D

Discover the epic beauty of New Zealand on a
fascinating luxury adventure that reveals cultural
and natural splendors on both of its unique islands,
enjoying amazing food and wine, encountering
majestic wildlife and exploring far-flung locales
made easily accessible by private chartered air.

Hawke’s Bay

Queenstown
Dunedin

A & K A D VA N TA G E S
▶ Fly in comfort between inspiring destinations throughout
New Zealand aboard an exclusively chartered aircraft with a
dedicated flight crew
▶ Privately sail around Auckland’s Waitemata Harbour in a
luxurious 60-foot catamaran, viewing the iconic skyline
▶ Indulge in a unique wine and art experience on Waiheke
Island, visiting with a local artisan and tasting local wines and
food specialties such as oysters, wild honey and olive oils
▶ Visit Hawke’s Bay, site of New Zealand’s Art Deco capital
of Napier, to savor a wine tasting, view the world’s largest
mainland colony of gannets and enjoy a sheep-herding
demonstration at a working farm
▶ Privately tour Larnach Castle and its famous gardens led
by the current owner, who shares the stories of the castle
along with the ideas behind her award-winning gardens,
experiencing insider access exclusively for A&K guests
▶ Glide on a privately chartered wildlife cruise around the
South Island’s Otago Peninsula and Harbour to see a colony
of northern royal albatross, the world’s largest flying bird,
along with many other wildlife species
▶ Lift off for a flight-seeing tour by helicopter over magnificent
Milford Sound, and then land on a remote glacier to take in
its icy marvels
▶ Customize your travel experience in Queenstown with a
choice of Design Your Day options

DAY 1:

Arrive Auckland, New Zealand

Arrive in Auckland, where you are met and transferred to your
luxurious hotel, with your room ready for immediate check in.
This afternoon, embark on a privately chartered sailing around
Auckland’s Waitemata Harbour aboard a luxurious 60-foot
catamaran, gliding under the Harbour Bridge, and viewing
22
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Stewart Island

ARRIVE/DEPART
AIR

volcanic peaks and the impressive city skyline, while nibbling
on canapés and savoring fine New Zealand wines. This evening,
experience a warm Maori welcome and witness the haka, a
fearsome ceremonial dance, followed by a welcome dinner.
Park Hyatt Auckland | Meals: D
DAY 2: Auckland |

Splendors of the Hauraki Gulf

Board a privately chartered ferry as you Ride Like a Local to
Waiheke Island. Once your arrive, set out on a guided walk
of Connell’s Bay Sculpture Garden led by its owners, viewing
distinctive works scattered over rolling farmland, while basking
in views of the Hauraki Gulf. Sit down to a three-course lunch
with wine before an afternoon visit to an award-winning olive
oil mill, followed by visits to boutique vineyards each offering
a range of gourmet tastes to accompany their wines. Treats
may include oysters from Te Matuku Bay, wild honey, artisan
cheeses and the renowned local green herb spread. Return to
Auckland for an evening at leisure.
Park Hyatt Auckland | Meals: B L

Experience an authentic cultural
interaction with members of the Maori
community in Auckland, who treat you
to warm welcome highlighted by the
thrilling ceremonial haka dance.
DAY 3: Hawke’s Bay |

Architecture & Private Wine Tastings

Fly by privately chartered air to Napier, located in the Hawke’s
Bay region of New Zealand’s North Island. Once there, set out
on a city tour that includes a meeting with a local artist and

Asia, India & the Pacific

P R I VAT E C H A R T E R A I R I N C L U D E D
Fly directly between key destinations on flights exclusive to A&K.

Aircraft
Fokker 70 VIP or comparable

Aircraft and seating configuration subject to change.

Flight Details
Auckland–Hawke’s Bay (1 hr 15 min)
Hawke’s Bay–Dunedin (1 hr 40 min)
Dunedin–Queenstown (1 hr 10 min)

time enjoyed wandering among Napier’s collection of Art Deco
buildings. Continue to a spectacular family-owned winery for
a private wine tasting, followed by lunch. Then, visit another
local vineyard for a private tasting. Proceed to your luxury
lodge set atop rugged cliffs above the sea. Tonight, gather for a
refreshing Scenic Sundowner, followed by dinner.
The Farm at Cape Kidnappers | Meals: B L D
DAYS 4–5: Hawke’s Bay |

Getting Up Close to the Gannets

Set out on a privately guided tour of the largest mainland
colony of gannets in the world, to watch up to 25,000 of

Visit boutique vineyards on Waiheke Island,
sampling local wines and gourmet treats

Cruise Waitemata Harbor, sipping wine on a private charter

these fascinating sea birds. After lunch, take in a sheepherding demonstration at your lodge. Join the shepherd as his
impeccably trained dogs muster sheep, and witness a sheep
being sheared. This evening, savor a Chef ’s Table experience
that utilizes produce grown in your lodge’s gardens and
specialties from local food artisans. The next day is at your
leisure to relax or, for an additional cost, partake of activities
available on site. The Farm at Cape Kidnappers | Meals: B L D
DAY 6: Dunedin |

Exclusive Castle Garden Visit

Board your privately chartered flight for Dunedin on the South

Join an expert guide on a private excursion through
a raucously active Gannet colony, on Hawke’s Bay

800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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The Maori: Enduring Heart
of New Zealand’s Culture
Paddling their wakas (dugout canoes) over vast
expanses of the South Pacific, navigating by the stars
from Samoa, Tahiti and other islands in Eastern
Polynesia, the ancestors of the Maori people reached
New Zealand sometime between 1200 and 1300,
becoming its first known human inhabitants.
The Maori were expert hunters, gatherers and
growers who wove fishing nets from harakeke (flax),
and carved fishhooks from bone and stone. They
hunted native birds, including the now extinct moa,
using ingenious traps and snares, and cultivated land,
introducing vegetables such as the sweet potato.
Today, Maori culture remains an integral part of life
in New Zealand, influencing its cuisine and customs,
while their traditional language, te reo Maori, is still
spoken by a small but vital part of the population.
Wings Over the World guests encounter examples
of Maori culture as they explore spectacular New
Zealand, flying in style by private charter between
key destinations on its two main islands.
Book this journey to meet the Maori in the most
authentic way, taking part in a traditional welcome
ceremony in Auckland that puts you up close to
their fierce ceremonial war dance, the haka.
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farewell dinner paired with premium New Zealand wines.

DAY 7: Dunedin |

Customize this itinerary and create the perfect private
Luxury Tailor Made Journey just for you. Contact A&K
for more details.

The Amazing Wildlife of Otago Peninsula

Privately explore the Otago Peninsula, a wilderness region
brimming with wildlife. Begin with a guided walk through a
wetland forest, watching for the many resident bird species.
Following lunch, embark on a privately chartered cruise along the
ruggedly beautiful coastline near the entrance to Otago Harbour.
View the world’s only mainland colony of royal albatross and
venture up-close to rocky outcroppings to see the fur seals living
below the venerable Taiaroa Head lighthouse. Then, cruise a short
way out into the Pacific Ocean where you may spot rarely seen
ocean birds such as blue penguins and marine mammals like the
dusky dolphin. Tonight, enjoy a special private dining experience
at the historic home of an early 20th-century merchant family.
Fable Dunedin | Meals: B L D
DAY 8: Queenstown |

Sofitel Queenstown Hotel & Spa | Meals: B L D
DAY 11: Depart Queenstown

After breakfast, privately transfer to the airport to board your
departing flight. Meals: B

T R AV E L P R I VAT E LY W I T H A & K

Asia, India & the Pacific

Island. On arrival, transfer to Larnach Castle, the only castle
in New Zealand, on the picturesque Otago Peninsula. Upon
arrival, meet with Margaret Barker, who purchased the estate
with her husband in 1967 and lovingly restored it from a near
ruin. Join her to privately explore the castle and its awardwinning gardens as she shares the stories of their design. Then,
enjoy lunch in the Garden Marquee, before proceeding to your
luxurious hotel. Fable Dunedin | Meals: B L

I N S P I R I N G A C C O M M O D AT I O N S

The Farm at Cape Kidnappers

Luxurious lodge, a Relais & Chateaux property, built of rustic stone and
wood, and set on rugged cliffs with vast sea views.

Private Visit with a Renowned Artist

Fly to Queenstown, taking in aerial views of Stewart Island and
Fiordland National Park en route. On arrival, privately tour
the city’s best sights, including AJ Hackett Kawarau Bridge —
famous for bungee jumping — as well as historic Arrowtown.
Privately visit the home and gallery of a world-renowned local
artist, and then check into your hotel. Tonight, savor dinner at
a celebrated Queenstown’s restaurant.

Fable Dunedin

Modern, boutique luxury hotel in a four-story Victorian-era building that
dates to 1862, now completely refurbished.

Sofitel Queenstown Hotel & Spa | Meals: B L D
DAY 9: Queenstown |

Marvels of Milford Sound by Helicopter

Lift off by helicopter for an exciting flight over Milford Sound,
viewing the stunning surrounding, including rainforest,
lakes, rivers, waterfalls and fjords. Land on a remote glacier to
marvel at an area seldom seen by humans. Continue your flight
across the top of Lake Te Anau before landing for lunch. Then,
embark on a scenic flight back to Queenstown.
Sofitel Queenstown Hotel & Spa | Meals: B L
DAY 10: Queenstown |

Sofitel Queenstown Hotel & Spa

Park Hyatt Auckland

Junior Suite in luxury hotel located
steps from scenic Lake Wakatipu.

New luxury hotel in Auckland,
perfectly located on the water’s edge.

D AT E S & P R I C I N G

Design Your Day

Today, enjoy one of these Design Your Day activities.

Departure Dates

▶ Explore Skippers Canyon by 4x4 Vehicle, roaming one of
the most adventurous roads in the world.

Feb 13–23, Oct 29–Nov 8

▶ Embark on a Jet Boat Safari on glacier-fed rivers, hear
Maori legends and walk in an ancient forest.
▶ e-Bike the Queenstown Trails, following the Arrow River
and finishing with a wine tasting.
This evening, celebrate our journey with a three-course

Double
Occupancy

Single
Supplement

$39,995

$9,395

Journey Details
Minimum age is 10 years.
First group event: welcome briefing at 2:00 p.m. on Day 1.
Last group event: farewell dinner at 6:30 p.m. on Day 10.

Book Your Journey Today

Contact A&K or go online for up-to-date information on dates,
pricing, extensions and special offers.
800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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Wings Over India

12 days from $34,495 | Limited to 17 guests
Delhi

Explore India’s treasures, from the splendidly
beautiful Taj Mahal to the palaces of Jaipur, witness
the sacred aarti ceremony on the banks of the
Ganges in Varanasi and seek out the elusive
Bengal tiger in Ranthambore National Park, all
while staying in some of the country’s most
iconic and luxurious hotels.

Jaipur

Agra

Ranthambore
National Park
Varanasi

I N DI A
Mumbai

A & K A D VA N TA G E S

ARRIVE/DEPART
AIR
ROAD

▶ Fly in comfort and style between India’s iconic cities aboard
private aircraft exclusively chartered for your journey
▶ Stay in exceptional luxury at Oberoi hotels, including
The Oberoi Rajvilas, Jaipur and The Oberoi Vanyavilas,
Ranthambore
▶ Experience the glorious Taj Mahal during a visit to Agra,
witnessing its jewel-like radiance
▶ Enjoy private Jeep safaris in Ranthambore National Park,
home of the elusive Bengal tiger
▶ In Varanasi, visit the banks of the Ganges, the most holy site
in Hinduism, before seeing Sarnath, one of Buddhism’s most
holy sites
▶ Join a pandit (Hindu priest) for an exclusive Hindu blessing
ceremony in Jaipur

the way, stop for an exciting camel cart ride in the Rajasthani
countryside followed by lunch at Talabgoan Castle. This
evening at your hotel, listen to a special talk on Ranthambore’s
wildlife and enjoy a Scenic Sundowner.
The Oberoi Vanyavilas, Ranthambore | Meals: B L D
DAY 4: Ranthambore National Park |

The Oberoi Vanyavilas, Ranthambore | Meals: B L D
DAY 5: Jaipur |

DAY 1:

Arrive Mumbai, India

Arrive in Mumbai, the illustrious gateway of India, where you
are met and privately transferred to your luxurious hotel.
The Oberoi, Mumbai
DAY 2: Mumbai |

Five-Senses Walking Tour

Explore Mumbai on a visit that appeals to all of your senses,
heading to a railway station to watch the famous dabbawalas,
who deliver thousands of hot home-cooked meals in time for
lunch. Visit the Prince of Wales Museum. After savoring lunch
at a local restaurant, visit a local spice market. Return to your
hotel where this evening you enjoy a welcome cocktail and
dinner. The Oberoi, Mumbai | Meals: B L D
DAY 3: Ranthambore National Park |

Rural Rajasthan

Fly by private charter to Jaipur in the heart of Rajasthan. Travel
to the southeast toward Ranthambore National Park. Along
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Into the Wild

Explore Ranthambore National Park on two thrilling game
drives, spotting crocodiles, sloth bears, leopards or perhaps the
rare and majestic Bengal tiger. Alternatively, you may choose to
visit Ranthambore Fort this afternoon, which offers panoramic
views of these former royal hunting grounds.

The Pink City

Travel overland to Jaipur, where you settle into your stunning
room set in a beautiful garden and featuring exotic design
touches, such as local textiles, in a fantasy of pinks, purples and
greens. Later this afternoon, visit the local bazaar, taking in the
colors and vibrancy of local life.
The Oberoi Rajvilas, Jaipur | Meals: B D
DAY 6: Jaipur |

The Amber Fort & Astronomical Wonders

Explore the Amber Fort, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Built
of red sandstone and overlooking a lake, it features opulent and
influential design flourishes worthy of the Rajput rulers who
once called it home. Savor lunch at a local restaurant, and then
visit the City Palace and Jantar Mantar Observatory, an openair array of astronomical instruments built by Maharaja Sawai
Jai Singh II that includes the world’s largest stone sundial. The
Oberoi Rajvilas, Jaipur | Meals: B L D

Asia, India & the Pacific

P R I VAT E C H A R T E R A I R I N C L U D E D
Fly directly between key destinations on flights exclusive to A&K.

Aircraft
Dassault Falcon 2000 or comparable

Aircraft and seating configuration subject to change.

Flight Details
Mumbai–Jaipur (1 hr 15 min)
Jaipur–Agra (30 min)
Agra–Varanasi (1 hr)
Varanasi–Delhi (1 hr 15 min)

DAY 7: Jaipur |

Watch daily life unfold along the Ganges, on a private sunrise cruise

Design Your Day

Join the pandit (Hindu priest) for a Hindu blessing ceremony
at a 300-year-old temple in the hotel. Savor lunch and a Chef ’s
Table cooking demonstration, learning about the use of Indian
spices in local specialties. Then, enjoy one of these Design Your
Day options.
▶ Partake in a private yoga session at your luxurious hotel.
▶ Interact with the students and teachers at Digantar
Vidyalay, a school supported by A&K Philanthropy.

Seek the rare Bengal tiger and other wild
species in Ranthambore National Park

▶ Learn how Rajasthan has historically managed water
resources during a walk outside of Nahargarh Fort.
Return to your luxurious hotel for an evening at leisure.
The Oberoi Rajvilas, Jaipur | Meals: B L
DAY 8: Agra & Varanasi |

Visions of the Taj Mahal

Today, fly to Agra via private charter. Upon arrival, explore the
peerless Taj Mahal, a travel moment that never fails to amaze.
Later, reboard your jet for a flight to Varanasi, a city of more
than a thousand temples and shrines sacred to Hindus and
Buddhists. Taj Ganges, Varanasi | Meals: B L D

Step inside the opulent Amber Fort, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site, in Jaipur

800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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Experience the Many
Wonders of India
Whether it’s the sinewy shape of a Bengal tiger slipping
from the bush into the dappled sunlight of the forest
floor or the iconic silhouette of the Taj Mahal seemingly
painted against the evening sky, India’s wonders come
in many forms.
There are architectural wonders, like the imposing
Amber Fort and the delicate Palace of the Winds in
Jaipur. There’s also the inspiring beauty of countless
temples in Varanasi, places where structural design
intersects with the everyday life of locals and pilgrims.
India’s culinary wonders are on display throughout your
journey as well, never more so than during a Chef ’s
Table experience that immerses you in the intoxicating
scents and colorful sights of the sub-continent’s spices.
Perhaps India’s most extraordinary wonders are its
people, from the white-suited dabbawalas of Mumbai to
the saffron-robed priests who guide the aarti ceremony
and your rickshaw driver in Delhi’s Chandni Chowk
bazaar. Their warmth, kindness and gracious reverence
for life are unmistakable wonders of their own.
The wonder of it all is your ability to experience all
of this in just 12 days. Such is the power of private
chartered air to weave the sprawling majesty of India
into a single, intimate travel experience.
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I N S P I R I N G A C C O M M O D AT I O N S

The Oberoi, New Delhi

Iconic luxury hotel conveniently located in the heart of the city.

Discover the aromatic ingredients at the heart of Indian cuisine,
when you visit a local spice market in Mumbai

DAY 9: Varanasi |

Sacred Sarnath

Discover Sarnath, the place chosen by Buddha to deliver his
first sermon. Explore the ruins of a once-flourishing Buddhist
monastery and look around a museum of Buddhist art and
sculpture. At dusk, beside the Ganges River, witness the aarti
ceremony, as lantern-bearing priests bid the gods a restful
slumber. Taj Ganges, Varanasi | Meals: B L D
DAY 10: Varanasi |

The Oberoi Vanyavilas,
Ranthambore

The Oberoi Rajvilas, Jaipur

Luxury permanent-tented camp.

Luxury hotel set amid sprawling and
tranquil gardens.

The Oberoi, Mumbai

Taj Ganges, Varanasi

Sunrise on the Ganges

Rise early for a private sunrise cruise on the Ganges River to
observe activity along the ghats (stone steps leading down
to the river), where locals and pilgrims cleanse themselves,
literally and spiritually. Later, fly to Delhi for a farewell dinner.
The Oberoi, New Delhi | Meals: B D
DAY 11: Delhi |

A City’s Timeless Treasures

Set out to explore Delhi, both old and new. Visit Jama Masjid,
the most important mosque in India. Ride Like a Local by
rickshaw through Chandni Chowk bazaar and encounter
Humayun’s Tomb — an architectural precursor to the Taj Mahal.
Return to your hotel by late afternoon.
The Oberoi, New Delhi | Meals: B L
DAY 12: Depart Delhi

After breakfast, transfer to the airport for your departing flight.
Meals: B

T R AV E L P R I VAT E LY W I T H A & K
Customize this itinerary and create the perfect private
Luxury Tailor Made Journey just for you. Contact A&K
for more details.

Luxury hotel with stunning views of
the Arabian Sea.

Contemporary hotel set on 12 acres of
elegantly landscaped gardens.

D AT E S & P R I C I N G
Departure Dates
Oct 11–22, Nov 8–19

Double
Occupancy

Single
Supplement

$34,495

$3,795

Journey Details
This journey contains some active elements.
Minimum age is 10 years.
First group event: welcome briefing at 9:00 a.m. on Day 2.
Last group event: end of sightseeing at 5:00 p.m. on Day 11.

Book Your Journey Today

Contact A&K or go online for up-to-date information on dates,
pricing, extensions and special offers.
800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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Wings Over Italy
& Its Islands

Rome

I TA LY

11 days from $38,995 | Limited to 13 guests
Immerse yourself in Italy’s sun-splashed
Mediterranean vibe on an easy-going luxury
journey from Rome’s Renaissance art and classic
cuisine to rural Puglia and the storied islands of
Sardinia and Sicily, exploring local cultures,
wines and favorite dishes along the way,
and smoothly accessing these far-flung locales
via exclusive private flights.

Monopoli

Bari

Olbia

Alberobello

SA R D I N I A

S I C I LY

ARRIVE/DEPART
AIR
ROAD
CRUISE

Ragusa &
Modica

Catania
Syracuse
Noto

A & K A D VA N TA G E S
▶ Journey seamlessly between some of Italy’s most beguiling
mainland and island destinations, with an ease only made
possible by private charter air

Renaissance frescoes. Enjoy the rest of your day at leisure, free
to explore the city your own way. Sina Bernini Bristol | Meals: B L

▶ Indulge in fettuccine Alfredo at the Roman restaurant where
the recipe was created

Fly by chartered air to Sardinia, Italy’s mountainous island
resting in the heart of the Mediterranean. Arrive in time
for lunch, and then tour the prehistoric site of Nuraghe La
Prisgiona, dating back to the 14th century BC. Continue to
your hotel for check-in, and later gather for dinner at a local
restaurant. CPH Pevero Hotel | Meals: B L D

▶ Enjoy a full day in the rugged back country of Sardinia, with
lunch in a traditional farmhouse overlooking the scenic coast
▶ Partake of the culinary pleasures of Sicily — wine, chocolate
and gastronomy — and visit the famous markets of Catania
▶ Savor three days of exploration in Puglia, including an
eclectic choice of Design Your Day experiences

DAY 1:

Arrive Rome, Italy

Arrive in Rome, the Eternal City, where you are met
and transferred to your hotel in the city center. Tonight,
join your Resident Tour Director and fellow guests for a
welcome reception and dinner.
Sina Bernini Bristol | Meals: D
DAY 2:

Rome | Ancient Wonders & Renaissance Splendors

Dive into the history of Rome as you explore some of its
most iconic sights and view the great Ara Pacis of Augustus,
an altar dedicated to Pax, goddess of peace, adorned with
detailed stone friezes depicting ancient Roman life. Indulge in
lunch at Alfredo alla Scrofa, where the classic dish fettuccine
Alfredo was originally created. Afterward, on an A&Kexclusive experience, gain private entry to the Villa Farnesina,
a 16th-century suburban estate noted for its sumptuous
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DAY 3:

DAY 4:

Sardinia | Prehistoric Settlement

Sardinia | Rural Traditions

Set out on a full-day 4x4 Jeep safari into rural Sardinia,
absorbing breathtaking views of the ocean from rocky heights
while wandering through country landscapes and rural
villages. Stop for a traditional lunch of Sardo specialties in a
local farmhouse perched above the scenic coastline.
CPH Pevero Hotel | Meals: B L
DAY 5:

Catania | Sampling a City’s Cuisine

Fly to Catania, in Sicily, noting the contrasts of the port and
its Baroque architecture upon arrival. Set out on a foodie tour
of the city and explore its bustling markets. Enjoy time for
lunch at leisure before continuing to Noto to check in to your
stunning hotel, where you refresh with a Scenic Sundowner
before dinner. Il San Corrado di Noto | Meals: B D
DAY 6:

Ragusa & Modica | Gems of the Baroque

Journey to nearby Ragusa, a town rebuilt after a great
earthquake in 1693 — now a UNESCO World Heritage Site —
that exemplifies the Sicilian Baroque style. Afterward, continue
to another UNESCO-listed site, Modica, for an introduction

Europe

P R I VAT E C H A R T E R A I R I N C L U D E D
Fly directly between key destinations on flights exclusive to A&K.

Aircraft
Challenger 850 or comparable

Aircraft and seating configuration subject to change.

Flight Details
Rome–Olbia (45 min)
Olbia–Catania (1 hr 20 min)
Catania–Bari (1 hr 15 min)

to their chocolate crafting skills: a molto dolce Chef ’s Table
experience that includes a demonstration and tasting workshop.
Later, relax with an evening at leisure at your hotel.
Il San Corrado di Noto | Meals: B
DAY 7:

Avola | Wine Tasting in the Countryside

Venture into the countryside this morning as you Ride Like
a Local by e-bike to a winery in the Avola area, home of the
famous Nero d’Avola grape, one of Sicily’s most important
indigenous varieties. Taste the fruit of the vine and take

Roam the countryside of Sardinia by Jeep and take in views of its
stunning coastline

Visit the village of Alberobello to view the distinctive trulli houses

advantage of time at leisure to stroll in this charming coastal
town. After time to relax and enjoy your hotel, join the
traditional passegiatto (pre-dinner stroll) in beautiful Noto
before dinner at a local restaurant.
Il San Corrado di Noto | Meals: B L D
DAY 8:

Syracuse & Puglia | Legacies of the Greeks

Travel to Syracuse, one of the earliest and most powerful
colonies of Ancient Greece. Join a local expert who reveals
the many-layered history of this old city, and then take

Explore historic Syracuse alongside a local expert
on the island of Sicily

800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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Discovering Italy Through
Its Richly Varied Cuisine
There is no better way to appreciate the amazing
culture of Italy than through its marvelous cuisine, a
Mediterranean tradition that informs the way we eat
right down to the present day. Think pasta, tomato
sauce, olive oil and a passion for living. Each new
destination on Wings Over Italy presents you with a
delectable array of food and wine, and a feast for your
other senses as well.
Starting in Rome, indulge in fettuccine Alfredo at the
restaurant where the creamy dish originated. There’s
a traditional farmhouse lunch on Sardinia that lets
you sample the recipes of rural Italy as well as a foodie
walking tour and market visit in Catania that immerse
you in the everyday life of locals looking for a quick bite
or fresh ingredients for a slowly savored meal.
A chocolate workshop in Modica finds you crafting
your own dessert and, before leaving Sicily, a
winery visit reveals the Italian love of relaxation and
celebration. History comes full circle in Puglia, where
you stop at an olive oil mill dating to ancient times.
Italy’s beloved culinary heritage is yours to enjoy
with ease, thanks to privately chartered flights, on
this delicious adventure cooked up by the experts at
Abercrombie & Kent.
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time for lunch at leisure. Transfer to the airport in Catania for
your private flight to Puglia, Italy’s mythic southern region,
where you check in to your hotel.
Il Melograno | Meals: B D
DAY 9:

Locorotondo & Alberobello | Trulli Houses

Visit Locorotondo, considered one of the most beautiful villages
in Italy. After some time for lunch at your leisure, proceed to
fascinating Alberobello and see its traditional trulli houses.
Built entirely of stone without mortar, only a handful of people
remain who can still create these distinctive structures. Explore
the town with a local expert, and then return to your hotel.
Il Melograno | Meals: B
DAY 10: Monopoli |

Design Your Day

Sina Bernini Bristol

Iconic luxury hotel in Rome, newly reopened after a complete renovation,
with decor that celebrates Baroque art, located near the Trevi Fountain.

This morning, enjoy one of these Design Your Day activities.
▶ Take a Cooking Class at a Local Masseria, making pasta
and foccacia on an experience that includes lunch.
▶ Hike in scenic Alto Salento with a Guide, and break for a
classic picnic lunch.
▶ Set Out on an E-bike Tour on an active experience that
includes lunch in Ostuni
Afterward, drive to Ostuni, a region famed for its massive,
gnarled olive trees — some over 3,000 years old — to visit a
local olive oil producer with an ancient underground mill.
Learn how the production of oil, a staple of the region’s culture,
has evolved from Roman times to present day. Tonight, gather
for a farewell dinner.

Il San Corrado in Noto

Luxurious boutique resort with 26 suites and eight villas situated in the
former masseria (fortified farmhouse) of a prince.

Il Melograno | Meals: B L D
DAY 11: Depart Puglia

After breakfast, privately transfer to Bari or Brindisi airport
for your departing flight. Meals: B

T R AV E L P R I VAT E LY W I T H A & K
Make this a private journey, for just you and your party, or
create your own completely customized Luxury Tailor Made
Journey by private air. Contact A&K for more details.

Il Melograno

Luxury boutique hotel nestled amid
olive-tree-dotted Puglian countryside.

CPH Pevero Hotel

Contemporary luxury resort hotel
with a private Mediterranean beach.

D AT E S & P R I C I N G
Departure Dates
Jun 19–29, Sep 11–21

Double
Occupancy

Single
Supplement

$38,995

$5,295

Journey Details
Minimum age is 12 years.
First group event: welcome briefing on Day 1 at 6:00 p.m.
Last group event: farewell dinner on Day 10 at 7:30 p.m.

Book Your Journey Today

Contact A&K or go online for up-to-date information on dates,
pricing, extensions and special offers.
800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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Wings Over the
Mediterranean

13 days from $35,495 | Limited to 13 guests
Discover ancient and modern wonders throughout
the Mediterranean, from the art and history of
Portugal and Spain to the seaside charms and
delights of the Amalfi Coast, and sojourn on a
three-night stay in scenic Dubrovnik.

CROATIA

P O RT U GAL

Lisbon

Barcelona

S PAI N

I TA LY

Sorrento
(via Naples)

ME DI TE R R A NE A N
S E A

A & K A D VA N TA G E S
▶ Fly in comfort between four countries throughout the
Mediterranean aboard an exclusively chartered aircraft,
with a dedicated flight crew
▶ Discover the wonders of Portuguese royalty during a day at
Sintra, a UNESCO World Heritage Site
▶ Explore the life and works of surrealist master Salvador Dalí
on a day trip to Figueres
▶ Relax along the incomparable Amalfi Coast, indulging in a
hands-on cooking lesson above the sparkling sea
▶ Roam the ancient ruins of Pompeii, witnessing a moment
frozen in time by a volcanic eruption
▶ Customize your travel experience in Dubrovnik, with a
choice of Design Your Day options

DAY 1:

Arrive Lisbon, Portugal

Arrive in Lisbon, where you are met and transferred to your
hotel in the city center. Tonight, join your Resident Tour
Director and fellow guests for a welcome reception and dinner.
Four Seasons Hotel Ritz Lisbon | Meals: D
DAY 2: Lisbon |

Private Dinner with Fado Performance

Begin your day with a visit to the National Coach Museum to
see ceremonial and promenade vehicles from the 17th to 19th
centuries. Proceed to the Jeronimos Monastery to admire its
Manueline-style architecture, and then explore the Calouste
Gulbenkian Museum. Tonight, experience the magic of
Portugal’s ancient Fado tradition over dinner.
Four Seasons Hotel Ritz Lisbon | Meals: B D
DAY 3: Sintra |

Romantic Castles by the Sea

Travel just outside Lisbon today to Sintra, designated a
UNESCO World Heritage Site for its stunning 19th-century
monuments. Explore the National Palace of Portugal, the best34
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Dubrovnik

Amalfi Coast
ARRIVE/DEPART
AIR

preserved medieval royal residence in the country, and then
proceed to the Pena Palace, decorated with vivid colors and
evocative stone carvings. Return to Lisbon for time at leisure.
Four Seasons Hotel Ritz Lisbon | Meals: B
DAY 4: Barcelona, Spain |

A City Rich in History

Leave Lisbon for a private exploration of one of Portugal’s
oldest wineries. After lunch, drive to Beja, and then fly by
private charter aircraft to sunny Barcelona. Take in the views
from the hill of Montjuïc, and then ride the cable car to the
port and savor dinner beside the sea, before checking in to
your hotel. The One Barcelona | Meals: B L D
DAY 5: Barcelona |

Gaudí’s Magnificent Wonder

View the Barcelona Pavilion, and then discover the Sagrada
Família, a spectacular basilica designed by Catalan architect
Antoni Gaudí. Enjoy your afternoon at leisure, perhaps
stopping for lunch in the Central Market, also known as La
Boqueria. Tonight, gather for a flavorful tapas experience and
a flamenco performance. The One Barcelona | Meals: B D
DAY 6: Figueres |

Birthplace of Salvador Dalí

Travel overland to Figueres, where you are guided through the
Salvador Dalí Theater-Museum, designed by Dalí himself and
considered the world’s largest surrealist object. Continue to
Girona, a city that boasts Romanesque towers, medieval stone
ramparts and a cathedral with the widest Gothic nave in the
world. Explore the charming old Jewish Quarter and visit the
medieval Arab baths before returning to Barcelona.
The One Barcelona | Meals: B D
DAY 7: Naples, Italy/Sorrento |

A Glimpse into History

Fly by private charter aircraft to Naples. On arrival, enter

Europe

P R I VAT E C H A R T E R A I R I N C L U D E D
Fly directly between key destinations on flights exclusive to A&K.

Aircraft
Bombardier Challenger 850 or comparable
Aircraft and seating configuration subject to change.

Flight Details
Lisbon–Barcelona (1 hr 45 min)
Barcelona–Naples (1 hr 45 min)
Naples–Dubrovnik (55 min)
Enjoy a seaside drive along Italy’s sparkling Amalfi Coast

the historic city center for lunch at a traditional Neopolitan
pizzeria. Afterward, visit the National Archaeological
Museum to view many of the treasures excavated from
Pompeii and Herculaneum. Later, travel to the coastal town
of Sorrento and settle into your hotel, where you enjoy a
relaxing Scenic Sundowner experience overlooking the
glittering Gulf of Naples.
Grand Hotel Excelsior Vittoria | Meals: B L D
DAY 8: Amalfi Coast |

A Lesson in the Local Cuisine

Indulge in the many splendors of the Amalfi Coast, starting

Visit the colorful Pena Palace in Portugal
to view its impressive stone carvings

with a seaside drive. Proceed to the hilltop town of Ravello,
where you take part in a cooking class, and then sample the
local dishes you’ve helped create for lunch. Later, descend to
Amalfi itself and return to Sorrento by boat on a cruise along
the scenic coast. Grand Hotel Excelsior Vittoria | Meals: B L
DAY 9: Sorrento |

A Time in the Sun

This morning, visit a local organic farm, strolling through
their garden to see how it showcases the local biodiversity
and basking in the sun-warmed scents of aromatic herbs.
Then, gather in the on-site dairy to learn how traditional fresh

Take in an authentic flamenco performance
during a spirited evening in Barcelona

800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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Ancient Cultures Linked
by the Sea
Few bodies of water on earth have played a more
central role in the development of human civilization
than the Mediterranean Sea. It was here that the
ancient Phoenicians, Greeks and Romans sailed forth
to explore new lands, do battle and conduct trade,
spreading aspects of their distinctive cultures into
Europe, Asia, North Africa and the Middle East as
they went.
Time and tide rolled on, and new dynasties arose. The
Moors conquered the northern coast of Africa and
ruled Iberia for seven centuries, until the crusader
knights overcame them, leaving their own mark on
Mediterranean history. Later still came the Venetians,
who used their economic, cultural and naval might to
dominate life on and around the sea.
Wings Over the Mediterranean is designed to reveal
the common threads these bygone peoples wove
throughout the entire region during their travels, and
to discern remnants of their faded cultures that still
linger today in the destinations you visit.
Only A&K’s ability to craft one-of-a-kind itineraries
utilizing privately chartered flights offers you this
comprehensive perspective in a shorter time than
ever before possible, on a single luxurious journey.
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Europe

mozzarella is crafted by hand. Taste the delicious results before
returning to Sorrento for an afternoon at leisure, free to hike
the rugged hills, visit the lyrical island of Capri or simply relax.
Grand Hotel Excelsior Vittoria | Meals: B
DAY 10: Pompeii & Dubrovnik, Croatia | Adriatic Crossing

Journey to historic Pompeii to explore this UNESCO World
Heritage Site, where the daily life of ancient Italy was frozen
in time by ash and debris from an eruption of nearby Mount
Vesuvius in AD 79. Then, fly by privately chartered aircraft to
Dubrovnik, where you settle into your luxurious hotel, and
then enjoy dinner. Hotel Excelsior Dubrovnik | Meals: B L D
DAY 11: Dubrovnik |

Silk Weavers Visit

Stroll in Dubrovnik with your local guide to see the Franciscan
monastery, Dubrovnik Cathedral and the Rector’s Palace, a
masterpiece of secular architecture. After lunch, watch silk
weavers at work in Konavle, before enjoying the rest of your
day at leisure.

Four Seasons Hotel Ritz Lisbon

Landmark luxury hotel situated atop one of Lisbon’s seven hills and offering
striking vistas of local historic sites.

Hotel Excelsior Dubrovnik | Meals: B L
DAY 12: Dubrovnik |

Design Your Day

Today, enjoy one of these Design Your Day activities.
▶ Attend a Cooking Class with a Wine Tasting and then
savor what you created for lunch.
▶ Embark by Sea Kayak on a refreshing, tranquil paddle around
Dubrovnik’s picturesque Old Town and Lokrum Island.

The One Barcelona

Newly opened luxury hotel offering easy access to sunny Barcelona’s top
shopping, and cultural and culinary attractions.

▶ Visit Game of Thrones Shooting Locations on a walking
tour, led by a local who worked as an extra on the celebrated
television series.
Tonight, gather for a farewell dinner.
Hotel Excelsior Dubrovnik | Meals: B D
DAY 13: Depart Dubrovnik

After breakfast, transfer to the airport to board your departing
flight. Meals: B

T R AV E L P R I VAT E LY W I T H A & K
Make this a private journey, for just you and your party, or
create your own completely customized Luxury Tailor Made
Journey by private air. Contact A&K for more details.

Grand Hotel Excelsior Vittoria

Hotel Excelsior Dubrovnik

Historic luxury hotel set in lush
gardens with Bay of Naples views.

Iconic landmark luxury hotel, with
magnificent view of the city and sea.

D AT E S & P R I C I N G
Departure Dates
Jun 13–25, Sep 19–Oct 1

Double
Occupancy

Single
Supplement

$35,495

$6,995

Journey Details
Minimum age is 10 years.
First group event: welcome briefing at 5:30 p.m. on Day 1.
Last group event: farewell dinner at 7:00 p.m. on Day 12.

Book Your Journey Today

Contact A&K or go online for up-to-date information on dates,
pricing, extensions and special offers.
800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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Europe

Wings Over Spain
& Morocco

ATL A NTI C
O CE A N

Córdoba
Seville
Granada

13 days from $39,995 | Limited to 13 guests
Explore two countries forever linked to the Moorish
culture, flying between destinations via exclusive
chartered flights to discover how the Moors shaped
the region’s iconic architecture and incredible cuisine
on a luxury journey that features several UNESCO
World Heritage Sites, a stay at A&K’s Exclusive
Desert Tented Camp and a private flamenco
performance at a palace in Seville.

M E D I T E RR A N E A N
SE A

Volubilis
Fez
Meknes
Marrakech

M O RO CCO
Erfoud

ARRIVE/DEPART
AIR
ROAD
RAIL

A&K Exclusive
Desert Tented Camp

(via Er-Rachida
Moulay Ali Cherif)

A & K A D VA N TA G E S
▶ Experience the time-saving convenience of travelling
between destinations on a private chartered aircraft
▶ Marvel at the fortress-like Alhambra, a fine example of
Islamic architecture in Granada
▶ Ride a camel and experience the Sahara in style at A&K’s
Exclusive Desert Tented Camp
▶ Discover the well-preserved mosaics of Roman villas at
Volubilis and the medieval-era Medina of Fez, both
UNESCO World Heritage Sites
▶ Behold the mastery of Yves Saint Laurent at a museum
devoted to his works in Marrakech
▶ Customize your travel experience on an afternoon in
vibrant Marrakech, taking advantage of A&K’s diverse
Design Your Day feature
▶ Explore Seville’s monumental Royal Alcázar palace on a
special after-hours visit
▶ Walk the whitewashed medieval streets of Córdoba,
once known as a city of three cultures — Muslim, Jewish
and Christian

DAY 1:

Granada, Spain

Arrive in Granada, where you are met and transferred to your
hotel. Tonight, join your Resident Tour Director and fellow
guests for a cocktail, followed by a welcome dinner
at your hotel. Hotel Alhambra Palace | Meals: D
DAY 2: Granada |

The Incomparable Alhambra

Discover the Alhambra, a medieval Muslim palace and UNESCO
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World Heritage Site, led by a top local guide. See the delicate
beauty of the Nazaries Palace, the Court of Myrtles and the
intricately decorated Court of the Lions. Then, stroll the gardens
of the Generalife, a palace from the days of Granada’s last Arab
kings. Hotel Alhambra Palace | Meals: B D
DAY 3: Fez, Morocco |

Land of Rich Heritage

Board your private chartered flight to Morocco, landing in Fez.
Transfer to your hotel, a refurbished former palace, where you
stay for lunch. This afternoon, explore Fez el-Jedid (modern Fez).
See the Royal Palace, madrasas (school mosques), the city wall
and the mellah (Jewish quarter). Tonight at your hotel, attend
a cocktail reception and dinner, joined by a guest speaker who
reveals fascinating aspects of Moroccan culture.
Palais Faraj Suites & Spa | Meals: B L D
DAY 4: Volubilis |

Roman Ruins & Vineyards

Journey overland to explore the Roman ruins of Volubilis,
a UNESCO World Heritage Site brimming with iconic
architecture and mosaics depicting mythical scenes. Venture
to a local winery outside of Meknes for a special Chef ’s Table
experience set among the region’s sun-bathed vineyards and
olive groves. Sample some of the wine produced here along
with a gourmet meal made from locally sourced, organic
ingredients. Palais Faraj Suites & Spa | Meals: B L D
DAY 5: Fez |

Timeless Medieval City

Explore Fez el-Bali (Old Fez), the cultural heart of Morocco.
Stroll the labyrinthine old quarter, with its 9,000 narrow lanes,
alleys and lively souks. View the 14th-century Karaouine —
one of the world’s oldest universities — and visit Nejjarine
Square. Palais Faraj Suites & Spa | Meals: B L

Europe

P R I VAT E C H A R T E R A I R I N C L U D E D
Fly directly between key destinations on flights exclusive to A&K.

Aircraft
Bombardier Challenger 850 or comparable
Aircraft and seating configuration subject to change.

Flight Details
Granada–Fez (55 min)
Fez–Erfoud (40 min)
Erfoud–Marrakech (50 min)
Marrakech–Seville (1 hr 20 min)

DAY 6: Sahara Desert |

Camel Ride to Desert Camp

Fly to Er-Rachidia Moulay Ali Cherif, and then transfer
overland, stopping for lunch, before rolling out into the
Sahara Desert, amid towering red sand dunes, in a 4x4 vehicle.
Change modes of transport as you Ride Like a Local by
camel to complete your journey to A&K’s exclusive nomadic
tented camp. As the sun sets over the dunes, toast your desert
sojourn with a Scenic Sundowner. Later, relax to the sounds of
authentic Moroccan entertainment beside a campfire, before
adjourning to a nearby tent for a dinner of regional dishes with

Ride camelback to A&K’s Exclusive Desert Tented
Camp amid the magnificent dunes of the Sahara

Stroll the souks of Marrakech and vibrant Djemaa el-Fna Square

wine. Slumber tonight in comfort, in the silent Sahara. A&K
Exclusive Desert Tented Camp | Meals: B L D
DAY 7: Marrakech |

Arabian Horses & Moroccan Cuisine

Fly by private charter to Marrakech, saving hours of overland
travel time. Upon arrival, stop for lunch, and then marvel
at a horse show featuring stunning Arabian stallions. Then,
check in to your exquisite hotel — and your elegant riad room.
Tonight, gather for a traditional Moroccan dinner prepared by
an award-winning chef at the hotel’s restaurant.
Royal Mansour Marrakech | Meals: B L D

Experience Seville, exploring its cathedral with a
guide and visiting a private 16th-century palace

800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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Legacy of the Moors
Spain and Morocco are both nations with rich and
colorful histories influenced by many cultures down
through the centuries — but perhaps by none more
so than that of the Moors. The Moorish presence here
began when Muslims from eastern North Africa,
including Berbers and Arabs, expanded westward
and northward across the Mediterranean Sea. In 711
they conquered Visigothic Hispania (the Iberian
Peninsula). Later, the Berber Revolt in the Maghreb
— a region that includes modern-day Morocco — led
to eventual Moorish rule along the southern coast of
the Mediterranean.
Over the next 700 years, the Moors developed a culture
devoted to Islam, while remaining comparatively
tolerant of other religions. They built magnificent
mosques and impressive seats of learning, including
some of the oldest continuously operating universities
in the world. Christian Europeans waged a centurieslong war dubbed the Reconquista to reclaim Iberia,
which culminated in 1492. Moorish power later faded
across Morocco as well.
Today, A&K’s superb Resident Tour Directors and local
guides excel at providing visitors with an in-depth
understanding of the Moors’ legacy of lyrical architecture,
tantalizing cuisine and commitment to education,
which still influences life throughout the region.
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Historic Gardens & Design Your Day

Visit the Jardin Majorelle, a picturesque garden created by French
painter Jacques Majorelle and later restored by design legend Yves
Saint Laurent. Tour the on-site Pierre Bergé Museum of Berber
Arts and the Yves Saint Laurent Museum nearby, which reveals
his vast portfolio. This afternoon, enjoy one of these Design Your
Day activities.
▶ Learn to Cook with Moroccan Spices during a hands-on
cooking class with a local chef.
▶ Explore the City’s Souks with an expert guide, walking
narrow streets lined with shops plying local food and crafts.
▶ Walk the Historic Jewish Quarter (Mellah) with a guide,
a place once known as a bastion of religious tolerance.

dinner, followed by a performance of flamenco dancing and
singing — a fitting coda to your amazing Moorish adventure.
Hotel Alfonso XIII | Meals: B L D

Europe

DAY 8: Marrakech |

DAY 13: Depart Seville

After breakfast, transfer to the airport and depart. Meals: B

T R AV E L P R I VAT E LY W I T H A & K
Customize this itinerary and create the perfect private
Luxury Tailor Made Journey just for you. Contact A&K
for more details.
I N S P I R I N G A C C O M M O D AT I O N S

Afterward, return to your hotel with your evening at leisure.
Royal Mansour Marrakech | Meals: B
DAY 9: Marrakech |

Exploring the Red City

Explore Marrakech, starting at Bahia Palace, an exemplary
example of privileged life here in the 19th century. Then visit
the Dar El Bacha Palace or the Dar Si Said Museum. Savor
lunch at a local restaurant, followed by an opportunity to
discover the meandering souks and colorful Djemaa el-Fna,
Marrakech’s main square, filled with orange juice stalls, mime
artists and street musicians performing at every turn. Later,
gather for a special dinner featuring entertainment by a gnaoua
band. Royal Mansour Marrakech | Meals: B L D
DAY 10: Seville, Spain |

After-Hours at the Royal Alcázar

Board a privately chartered flight to Seville, Spain, where you
check in to your hotel, and then walk with your guide to the
Royal Alcázar — a monumental palace — for a special afterhours visit. Finish the evening with a dinner of authentic
Spanish tapas. Hotel Alfonso XIII | Meals: B L D
DAY 11: Seville |

A&K Exclusive Desert Tented Camp

Nomad-style desert camp with en suite facilities situated in the magical dunes
of the Sahara.

Royal Mansour Marrakech

Palais Faraj Suites & Spa

Palatial classic luxury hotel and spa
featuring private riads.

Former Arab Moorish palace in the
heart of Fez, overlooking the medina.

Hotel Alhambra Palace

Hotel Alfonso XIII

Private Visit to Hospital de la Caridad

Today, explore the Seville Cathedral with a guide, and then visit
the Casa de Salinas, where you meet a member of the family
that owns this small, private 16th-century palace. Tonight, after
dinner at a local restaurant, experience a private, after-hours
visit to Baroque Hospital de la Caridad and hear Gregorian
chant performed live.
Hotel Alfonso XIII | Meals: B D
DAY 12: Córdoba & Seville |

Landmark luxury hotel and palace in
Granada, with inspiring city views.

D AT E S & P R I C I N G
Departure Dates

A Vibrant Flamenco Finale

Venture by train to Córdoba, in Spain’s Andalusia region, for
a walking tour of its whitewashed medieval streets. Stroll to
its heart: the old Jewish quarter, part of the historic center of
Córdoba, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Then, discover the
magnificent Mezquita, viewing its 10th-century splendors, and
continue to Medina Azahara, one of the main archaeological
sites in Spain, before returning to Seville. Later this evening,
ride by horse-drawn carriage to a private reception and farewell

The most iconic hotel in Seville, in the
historic Santa Cruz neighborhood.

Mar 7–19, Oct 10–22

Double
Occupancy

Single
Supplement

$39,995

$8,795

Journey Details
Minimum age is 10 years.
First group event: welcome briefing at 7:00 p.m. on Day 1.
Last group event: farewell dinner at 7:30 p.m. on Day 12.

Book Your Journey Today

Contact A&K or go online for up-to-date information on dates,
pricing, extensions and special offers.
800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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Europe

Wings Over Greece
& Turkey

Istanbul

12 days from $36,495 | Limited to 13 guests
Explore the historic and cultural riches of the
ancient world, from the glories of Athens and
Istanbul, to the Minoan culture of idyllic Crete and
the wonders of Cappadocia, flying by private
chartered air around this fascinating region, and
walking historic paths to experience the local life of
yesterday and today, up close.
A & K A D VA N TA G E S
▶ Fly in comfort between iconic locales throughout Greece
and Turkey aboard an exclusively chartered aircraft, with a
dedicated flight crew
▶ Explore Athens, the birthplace of democracy, learning about
Greek civilization at the Acropolis Museum and viewing the
iconic Parthenon
▶ Discover Crete, where you visit the Palace of Knossos
archaeological site, savor lunch at a winery and set out on an
exhilarating Jeep safari
▶ In Turkey, journey to the ruins of Ephesus, one of the bestpreserved ancient cities in the world, arriving at, exploring
and departing from this legendary site on the same day,
thanks to the convenience of privately chartered flights
▶ Enter Cappadocia’s incredible underground city of
Kaymakli, view volcanic stone “fairy chimneys” and
discover the restored Dark Church
▶ Stay four nights in historic, legendary Istanbul, as you visit the
famed Topkapi Palace and magnificent Hagia Sophia, view
spectacular examples of Ottoman architecture and ferry
across the Bosphorus to experience life on its Asian bank

DAY 1:

Arrive Athens, Greece

Arrive in Athens, where you are met and transferred to your
hotel in the city center. Tonight, join your Resident Tour
Director and fellow guests for a welcome dinner.
Hotel Grande Bretagne | Meals: D
DAY 2: Athens |

Private Rooftop Dinner

This morning, set out on a foodie walking exploration of
Athens, visiting some of the oldest neighborhoods in the
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GR E E C E

T U R K E Y

Cappadocia

Ephesus (via Izmir)
Athens

Heraklion
C R E T E
ME DI TE RR A N E A N
S E A

ARRIVE/DEPART
AIR

city and experiencing its charming streets, street food and
traditional dishes. Devote your afternoon to leisure, perhaps
setting out to explore Athens on your own. Later, view the
Parthenon in the early evening light, and then savor a private
dinner with stunning views on the rooftop of the Acropolis
Museum. Hotel Grande Bretagne | Meals: B D
DAY 3: Crete |

Minoan Treasures

Board your private aircraft for the short flight to Crete.
On arrival, enjoy lunch before visiting the Heraklion
Archaeological Museum, viewing items collected from across
the island that date back 5,500 years and offer glimpses into the
ancient Minoan civilization. Afterward, proceed to your hotel on
the eastern shore of the island. Daios Cove | Meals: B L D
DAY 4: Heraklion |

A Triumph of the Bronze Age

Today, explore the Palace of Knossos, the largest Bronze Age
archaeological site on Crete. As you do, learn more about the
Minoans, the people who built the palace sometime in the 17th
century BC and who were named by historians for the mythical
King Minos, remembered for constructing the labyrinth that
imprisoned the monstrous Minotaur. After lunch at a Cretan
winery, return to your hotel to enjoy its many amenities.
Daios Cove | Meals: B L
DAY 5: Crete |

Roaming the Countryside

Today, set out on an exhilarating off-road safari to absorb fun
information about Greek mythology as well as breathtaking
views. Visit a local village and take in majestic vistas over
Mirabello Bay. Journey to the plateau of Katharo, along
winding dirt tracks, passing through the biggest forest on the
island, where the mountains soar to nearly 5,000 feet above
the sea, perhaps stopping at a kafenio (café) for a refreshment.

Europe

P R I VAT E C H A R T E R A I R I N C L U D E D
Fly directly between key destinations on flights exclusive to A&K.

Aircraft
Bombardier Challenger 850 or comparable
Aircraft and seating configuration subject to change.

Flight Details
Athens–Heraklion (50 min)
Heraklion–Izmir (55 min)
Izmir–Cappadocia (1 hr 15 min)
Cappadocia–Istanbul (1 hr 10 min)

Later, wind down the mountainside to another plateau, where
you savor an al fresco barbecue lunch, served with wine.
Afterward, visit Zeus’s Cave, where legend holds the father of
all the Greek gods was born. Continue along roads that can
only be accessed by four-wheel-drive vehicle, crossing rivers
and admiring the rugged terrain, until you reach the village of
Krassi. Head back to your hotel, passing en route through the
Selinari, an area noted for endangered vultures, which you may
spot soaring overhead. Daios Cove | Meals: B L

Glide above Cappadocia’stunning “fairy
chimneys” in a hot air balloon

Discover the wonders of Crete, and savor lunch at a local vineyard

DAY 6: Izmir, Turkey |

Ancient Ephesus

Depart for Turkey this morning on an illuminating day trip
made possible by privately chartered flights. Touch down in
Izmir, where you visit the ruins of ancient Ephesus, some of
the most well-preserved remains of an ancient civilization
anywhere in the world. Founded in the fourth century BC, the
city has at times been ruled by the Persians and the Romans
as well as the Greeks. It was home to Saint Paul for more than
three years, and it was here he established the church that
became the head of the Seven Churches in Asia Minor. After
your exploration of this history-laden site, with its ruins of

View the timeless Parthenon before a private dinner
on the rooftop of the Acropolis Museum

800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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At the Crossroads of Empires
The lands of present-day Greece and Turkey have
been trod by many peoples of many eras, sometimes
linking East with West, and at other times dividing
them. The armies of vast empires have swept across
these crossroads again and again, driven by the
ambitions of legendary leaders and bringing with
them immeasurable cultural change.
As the birthplace of democracy and the ancient home
of philosophy, mathematics, theater and more, Greek
culture was once without peer. In the Bronze Age,
circa 3000 BC, the Greek island of Crete was home to
the Minoan culture, a progenitor of Classical Greece
and, by extension, Western Civilization itself. Your
visit to the ruins of the palace of Knossos reveals the
grace of Minoan architecture and art.
Turkey has witnessed its own share of momentous
historical turning points, from the first establishment
of Christianity as an organized religion in
Constantinople to its role as the hub of the vast
Ottoman empire that ruled the region for 600 years.
Whether ballooning over Cappadocia or appreciating
the majesty of the incredible Hagia Sophia, Turkey
holds an inimitable appeal.
This amazing journey by private air takes you in
a matter of days across two countries steeped in a
shared history that took centuries to unfold.
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Argos in Cappadocia | Meals: B L D
DAY 7: Cappadocia |

Ballooning Over Cappadocia

This morning, lift off on an inspiring hot air balloon excursion
over Cappadocia, and explore the area’s volcanic stone “fairy
chimneys.” View frescoes at the rock-carved churches of Goreme,
and discover the stunningly restored Dark Church. Then, sit
down to a private barbecue lunch, while taking in views of the
incredible Cappadocian landscape. Afterward, visit a pottery in
Avanos to learn how the renowned earthenware of the region is
created and observe master potters at their craft.
Argos in Cappadocia | Meals: B L
DAY 8: Istanbul |

Lunch with a Local Family

Explore the fascinating underground city at Kaymakli, which
dates to as early as the eighth century BC and includes chapels,
kitchens, air vents and living quarters carved out of volcanic
rock. Then, get to know the Goreme Weavers Association on an
engaging artisan visit. Next, meet with a local family and join
them for lunch in their home. This afternoon, fly by private
charter to Istanbul, and settle into your luxuriously appointed
hotel. Four Seasons Hotel Istanbul at the Bosphorus | Meals: B L D
DAY 9: Istanbul |

DAY 11: Istanbul |

Legacy of a Magnificent Ruler

Explore Suleymaniye Mosque and Istanbul’s fabled Grand
Bazaar, meeting local craftspeople along the way. Enjoy your
afternoon at leisure, free to explore the city on your own. This
evening, gather with fellow guests for a farewell dinner.

Europe

temples, roads, baths, fountains and far more, re-board your
aircraft and continue to Cappadocia.

Four Seasons Hotel Istanbul at the Bosphorus | Meals: B D
DAY 12: Depart Istanbul

After breakfast, transfer to the airport to board your departing
flight. Meals: B

T R AV E L P R I VAT E LY W I T H A & K
Make this a private journey, for just you and your party, or
create your own completely customized Luxury Tailor Made
Journey by private air. Contact A&K for more details.
I N S P I R I N G A C C O M M O D AT I O N S

Hagia Sophia & Topkapi Palace

Rise early for a private, before-hours opening of the Basilica
Cistern, with its marble columns still standing since the sixth
century. Continue to the timeless Hagia Sophia for a visit,
marveling at the structure’s imposing façade, matched only
by the grandeur of its towering, vaulted ceilings. Next, revel
in the ornately decorated ceilings and spectacular tile work of
Topkapi Palace, the one-time imperial residence of Ottoman
sultans. This evening, privately cruise the glittering Bosphorus,
toasting its beauty on a Scenic Sundowner.

Daios Cove

Four Seasons Hotel Istanbul
at the Bosphorus

Tranquil luxury resort hotel nestled in
a secluded cove on sunny Crete.

Luxury hotel in an Ottoman palace.

Four Seasons Hotel Istanbul at the Bosphorus | Meals: B L
DAY 10: Istanbul |

Design Your Day

Set out this morning to explore the magnificent
Dolmabahce Palace. This afternoon, enjoy one of these Design
Your Day activities.
▶ Ferry to the Asian side of the City, strolling its vibrant food
markets and staying for lunch.
▶ Explore Cultural Istanbul at the Pera Museum, the Galata
shopping district and Karakoy’s coffeehouses.
▶ Indulge in a Historic Hammam Experience or simply relax
in the spa at your hotel.
This evening is at leisure.

Hotel Grande Bretagne

Argos in Cappadocia

Classic luxury hotel in the heart of
Athens, with views of the Acropolis.

Contemporary luxury hotel set on the
hillside site of a historic monastery.

D AT E S & P R I C I N G
Departure Dates
May 8–19, Sep 4–15

Double
Occupancy

Single
Supplement

$36,495

$5,295

Journey Details
Minimum age is 10 years.
First group event: welcome briefing at 6:00 p.m. on Day 1.
Last group event: farewell dinner at 7:00 p.m. on Day 11.

Four Seasons Hotel Istanbul at the Bosphorus | Meals: B L

Book Your Journey Today

Contact A&K or go online for up-to-date information on dates,
pricing, extensions and special offers.
800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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Wings Over
Northern Europe

I C E L AN D

SWE DEN

South
Reykjavik Iceland

12 days from $36,495 | Limited to 13 guests
Stockholm

Experience historic, cultural and natural splendors
across England, Iceland, Germany and Sweden,
travelling in comfort between destinations by
privately chartered air, as you visit a private farm
that raises Icelandic horses, and enjoy special
private access to the Vasa Museum in Stockholm.
A & K A D VA N TA G E S
▶ Discover the diverse appeal of northern Europe, travelling
in comfort and style between destinations aboard privately
chartered flights
▶ Learn about and ride Icelandic horses on an exclusive visit
to a private farm
▶ Explore London like a local, taking a ferry across the
Thames, exploring Southwark’s Borough Market and the
river’s South Bank
▶ Enjoy evening access to the striking Reichstag Dome,
indulging in a private dinner and drinks in this iconic location
▶ Delve into Swedish culture with special after-hours visits to
the Vasa Museum as well as ABBA The Museum
▶ Spend the day privately cruising on a vintage steamship
through the Stockholm Archipelago, enjoying lunch on board
▶ Experience a day in London your way, with a choice of
A&K’s Design Your Day options

DAY 1:

Arrive London, United Kingdom

Arrive in London, where you are met and transferred to
your hotel. Tonight, join your Resident Tour Director and
fellow guests for a welcome dinner in the hotel’s Michelinstarred restaurant.
Four Seasons Hotel London at Ten Trinity Square | Meals: D
DAY 2: London |

Local Sights & Culinary Delights

Explore the Household Cavalry Museum and enjoy an escorted
viewing of the daily Mounted Guard Change. Then, stroll
to Westminster Pier, passing Downing Street, the Houses of
Parliament and Big Ben along the way. Board a ferry to the
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NO RTH
S E A

E NGL AND
NO RTH
ATL A NTI C
O CE A N

London

Potsdam

Berlin

GE R M AN Y
ARRIVE/DEPART
AIR
ROAD

Bankside Pier to sample delicacies at the Borough Market on
a foodie walk. And ascend the Shard, with fast-track entry and
a glass of Champagne before dinner.
Four Seasons Hotel London at Ten Trinity Square | Meals: B D
DAY 3: London |

Design Your Day

Today, enjoy one of these Design Your Day activities.
▶ Visit Majestic Windsor Castle, one of the official residences
of England’s beloved Queen Elizabeth II.
▶ Explore the Royal Horticultural Society Home Garden
at Wisley with its formal and model gardens, laboratory
and arboretum.
▶ Savor a Gin-Focused Walking Tour through the
neighborhoods of old London, stopping for tastings of
the “white satin.”
▶ Bike Through London on an Active, Guided Excursion,
peddling past Big Ben, Buckingham Palace and
Westminster Abbey.
All choices include a traditional Sunday pub lunch.
Four Seasons Hotel London at Ten Trinity Square | Meals: B L
DAY 4: Reykjavik, Iceland |

Local Culture & Cuisine

Fly by private aircraft to Reykjavik, the cultured coastal
capital of Iceland, where you have lunch upon arrival. Then,
explore the city, viewing Hallgrimskirkja church, the Harpa
performance center and Iceland’s parliament building. Later,
roam through the National Museum of Iceland to learn how
this island nation was built. Tonight, dine on Icelandic cuisine.
Reykjavik Konsulat Hotel | Meals: B L D

Europe

P R I VAT E C H A R T E R A I R I N C L U D E D
Fly directly between key destinations on flights exclusive to A&K.

Aircraft
Bombardier Challenger 850 or comparable
Aircraft and seating configuration subject to change.

Flight Details
London–Reykjavik (2 hrs 55 min)
Reykjavik–Berlin (3 hrs 25 min)
Berlin–Stockholm (1 hr 45 min)
Enjoy a memorable dinner in Berlin’s historic Reichstag

DAY 5: South Iceland |

Private Horse Farm Visit

Drive along Iceland’s scenic south shore, en route to a private
farm that specializes in the famed Icelandic horse. This small
native breed has two more gaits (such as a trot, canter or
gallop) than most horses — the smooth-riding tolt and the
speedy skeio. Learn about day-to-day life here, ride the horses
if you wish and join your host family in their home for a
bountiful farm lunch on this exclusive experience. Return to
Reykjavik, stopping to view waterfalls and stunning black-sand
beaches as you go.
Reykjavik Konsulat Hotel | Meals: B L

Stroll in London, past many iconic sights, and
sample foods at Borough Market

DAY 6: Reykjavik & Berlin, Germany |

The Blue Lagoon

Experience the Retreat, an exclusive enclave on the edge of
the famed Blue Lagoon. Bathe in the thermal waters, just
relax or take advantage of the many available treatments.
After a relaxing lunch, depart by private charter air to Berlin,
Germany. Check in to your hotel upon arrival. Later, enjoy
independent reservations for dining, arranged by A&K.
Hotel de Rome | Meals: B L D
DAY 7: Berlin |

Exploring the Historic City

Start your visit of Germany’s capital with a morning city tour,

Marvel at the natural splendors of Iceland, where you
make an exclusive visit to a private horse farm

800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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Europe

A Comprehensive Journey
with Cosmopolitan Appeal
While no single destination could encompass
everything Northern Europe has to offer, by
combining insider-access experiences in London,
Reykjavik, Berlin and Stockholm, this itinerary paints
a compelling portrait of the region. And by utilizing
privately chartered flights, four disparate locales
are pulled together into a singularly appealing
luxury journey.
Strolling with an expert guide past London’s iconic
landmarks, visiting a horse farm in the rugged
countryside of Iceland, dining at the historic
Reichstag in Berlin and privately touring Stockholm’s
Vasa Museum, you get a feel for the diversity of the
cultures you encounter. Whether you’re discovering
the enduring legacy of the Gustafs in Sweden or
floating in the geothermal warmth of Iceland’s Blue
Lagoon, you’ll be immersed in a cosmopolitan blend
of adventures, which include extraordinary culinary
moments that culminate in a complete recreation of
the gala Nobel banquet.
Even the Design Your Day options available one day
in London — with choices that range from a visit to
the Royal Horticultural Society Home Garden to a
gin-focused walking tour — represent the diversity of
Northern European life. Experience it in style on this
luxurious, comprehensive adventure.
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DAY 8: Berlin |

I N S P I R I N G A C C O M M O D AT I O N S

Europe

viewing historic sights such as Potsdamer Platz, Topography
of Terror and Checkpoint Charlie. Your afternoon and evening
are at leisure. Relax or explore on your own with a pass
arranged by A&K that allows you entry into many of the city’s
major museums, such as the Pergamon Museum or the Jewish
Museum. Hotel de Rome | Meals: B

Exploring Potsdam

Drive to Potsdam to view the Glienicke Bridge, site of Cold
War spy exchanges. Explore Sanssouci Palace, visit a former
KGB prison and enjoy a guided tour of Cecilienhof Palace,
site of the historic Potsdam Conference attended by Harry
S. Truman, Winston Churchill and Joseph Stalin. Savor a
Scenic Sundowner before gathering for dinner in the German
Reichstag (Parliament). Hotel de Rome | Meals: B L D
DAY 9: Stockholm, Sweden |

Four Seasons Hotel London at Ten Trinity Square

Contemporary luxury hotel with classical styling, overlooking the Tower of
London and featuring Michelin-starred dining and a luxurious spa.

Sunken Warship

Relax with time at leisure this morning before you fly by
private charter to Stockholm and check in to your hotel. Later,
enjoy a private after-hours reception and tour at the Vasa
Museum, before strolling the cobbled streets of historic Gamla
Stan to a local restaurant. Grand Hôtel | Meals: B D
DAY 10: Stockholm |

Sparkling Archipelago

Today, embark on a vintage steamship chartered exclusively for
your group for a leisurely cruise among the 30,000 islands of
the Stockholm Archipelago, with lunch on board. Return to the
city for a private after-hours experience at ABBA The Museum,
before an evening at leisure. Grand Hôtel | Meals: B L
DAY 11: Stockholm |

Hotel de Rome

Prestigious luxury hotel housed in a former bank, featuring elegant,
contemporary styling and situated in the heart of Berlin.

Nobel Grandeur

This morning, join a local expert for an introduction to
Stockholm’s highlights. Visit the City Hall, where the annual
Nobel Prize gala takes place. Later, have your own Nobel
experience as you tour the Nobel Museum after hours, followed
by the opportunity to be the guests of honor at your own Gala
Dinner. Enjoy a picture-perfect replica of a real Nobel banquet,
from the menu and wines right down to the china and silver —
an unforgettable capstone to your European adventure.
Grand Hôtel | Meals: B D
DAY 12: Depart Stockholm

After breakfast, transfer to the airport to board your departing
flight. Meals: B

Grand Hôtel

Reykjavik Konsulat Hotel

Luxury waterfront hotel overlooking
the Royal Palace and Gamla Stan.

Boutique luxury hotel featuring
historical, 19th-century decor.

D AT E S & P R I C I N G
Departure Dates

T R AV E L P R I VAT E LY W I T H A & K
Make this a private journey, for just you and your party, or
create your own completely customized Luxury Tailor Made
Journey by private air. Contact A&K for more details.

Sep 8–19, Sep 22–Oct 3

Double
Occupancy

Single
Supplement

$36,495

$4,995

Journey Details
Minimum age is 10 years.
First group event: welcome briefing at 6:00 p.m. on Day .
Last group event: farewell dinner at 7:30 p.m. on Day 11.

Book Your Journey Today

Contact A&K or go online for up-to-date information on dates,
pricing, extensions and special offers.
800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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Wings Over Argentina,
Chile & Brazil

Mendoza

12 days from $38,995 | Limited to 11 guests

Discover three vibrant nations, experiencing their
people, cultures and culinary treasures firsthand,
including fine wines, on an active, immersive journey
that explores Mendoza’s winelands, Patagonia’s
epic landscapes and stunning Iguazu Falls, all made
possible by private chartered flights that dissolve the
distances between destinations.
A & K A D VA N TA G E S
▶ Travel between destinations in style on private flights
chartered by A&K
▶ Share a meal with a celebrated wine maker and set out
on a full-day winery experience in Mendoza, featuring a
variety of tastings and lunch with wine pairings
▶ Choose your own way to explore the rugged, untouched
wilderness of Patagonia, including iconic Torres del Paine
National Park, with A&K’s Design Your Day feature
▶ Pursue exhilarating activities in scenic surroundings,
including horseback riding, hiking, biking and kayaking
▶ Experience life at an estancia (ranch) outside of Buenos
Aires and savor a traditional asado (barbecue) lunch
▶ Behold magnificent Iguazu Falls from your hotel situated
mere steps away; also view the thundering cascades
firsthand, from both the Argentinian and Brazilian sides

DAY 1:

Arrive Buenos Aires, Argentina

Arrive in Buenos Aires, where you are met and transferred to
your hotel, enjoying guaranteed early check-in. Tonight, after
a behind-the-scenes visit at the Colón Theater, gather for a
cocktail reception and festive welcome dinner.
Four Seasons Hotel Buenos Aires | Meals: D
DAY 2: Buenos Aires |

Barrios & Tango Culture

Explore cosmopolitan Buenos Aires and its various barrios —
each with their own unique character. View some of the city’s
modern street art in La Boca and Barracas, which are steeped
in art and history, and home to some of the most spectacular
murals in the city. This experience provides an in-depth
look at the effect of politics, economics and social change on
50
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Iguazu Falls
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Buenos Aires
ARGE NT INA
C HIL E

Torres del Paine
National Park
Puerto Natales

ARRIVE/DEPART
AIR
ROAD

Buenos Aires street art and activism, to help foster a greater
understanding of how the city’s history has influenced public
expression. Experience a private tango demonstration and
lesson from performers at the famed Rojo Tango cabaret. Later,
delight in dinner and a tango show at this intimate venue.
Four Seasons Hotel Buenos Aires | Meals: B L D
DAY 3: Buenos Aires |

Polo and Estancia Traditions

Journey into the countryside to an estancia (ranch), where
you have a polo lesson and try your hand at swinging a mallet,
or opt for a carriage or bicycle ride through the surrounding
landscapes instead. For lunch, savor asado (barbecue), a local
favorite of Porteños. Afterward, return
to your hotel. Four Seasons Hotel Buenos Aires | Meals: B L
DAY 4: Patagonia, Chile |

A Scenic Treasure

This morning, fly south by private charter to Puerto Natales, in
windswept Chilean Patagonia, arriving in time for a late lunch
at your luxury hotel. This afternoon, take advantage of the wide
range of activities and expeditions available, in varying grades
of difficulty and duration. Tonight, dine at your hotel.
The Singular Patagonia | Meals: B L D
DAY 5: Puerto Natales |

Torres del Paine National Park

Explore the magnificent wilderness of Torres del Paine
National Park — a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve renowned
for its otherworldly landscape of granite spires and deserted
pampas. See firsthand the serrated Torres del Paine mountains
and scan their peaks, where you may spot a soaring Andean
condor riding an updraft. After dinner, simply relax or marvel
at the Patagonian night sky, awash with starlight.
The Singular Patagonia | Meals: B L D

The Americas

P R I VAT E C H A R T E R A I R I N C L U D E D
Fly directly between key destinations on flights exclusive to A&K.

Aircraft
Falcon 900 or comparable

Aircraft and seating configuration subject to change.

Flight Details
Buenos Aires–Puerto Natales (3 hrs 15 min)
Puerto Natales–Mendoza (3 hrs)
Mendoza–Iguazu Falls (2 hrs 15 min)
Iguazu Falls–São Paulo (1 hr 50 min)

DAY 6: Puerto Natales |

Design Your Day

Roam through ruggedly beautiful Torres del Paine National Park

for another dinner accompanied by superb Chilean wines.

Today, enjoy one of these Design Your Day activities.

The Singular Patagonia | Meals: B L D

▶ Cruise the Patagonian Fjords to Two Glaciers, witnessing
their majesty and power up close.

DAY 7: Mendoza, Argentina |

▶ Ride Horseback at Puerto Consuelo, the first ranch in the
region, and roam through the surrounding landscapes.
▶ Trek to Condor Lookout on Mount Benitez, viewing rock
paintings en route, and watching condors in flight.

Foothills of the Andes

Fly by private charter to Mendoza, Argentina’s famous wine
region and enjoy lunch with a celebrated winemaker at one of
the most recognized wineries, where viticulture and literature
combine in an unforgettable dining experience. Then, transfer
to your hotel, set in a 55-acre vineyard. Enjoy dinner at your
hotel. Cavas Wine Lodge | Meals: B L D

Additional activity options are also available. Tonight, gather

Thrill to an exhilarating tango performance at
famed Rojo Tango cabaret in Buenos Aires

View magnificent Iguazu Falls up close, taking it in from both the
Argentine and Brazilian sides

800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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Mendoza: Argentina’s
Enchanting Winelands
From the mystique of its Malbec wines to the
majesty of its high-desert expanses at the foot of the
Andes Mountains, the Mendoza region is a dream
destination. The city of Mendoza, with its wide,
tree-lined boulevards, charming plazas and friendly,
relaxed atmosphere, is backdropped by picturesque
mountains, where stimulating outdoor adventures
await, including biking, hiking and horseback riding.
Mendoza is renowned as the largest wine-growing
region in Latin America. Blessed with warm, sunny
days — more than 300 of them a year on average —
and cool, grape-nurturing nights, the terroir here is
unique, yielding vintages that appeal to diverse and
discerning palates.
The region’s signature Malbec grape, which originated
in the damp of France, thrives in Mendoza’s arid
surroundings. Its bold taste and outstanding value
have helped make it a worldwide favorite, along with
other superb wines produced locally. Mendoza is also
noted for its olives, and the fine oil derived from them.
Wings Over Chile, Argentina & Brazil includes an
exceptional three-night sojourn in Mendoza that
offers you the opportunity to experience the wines,
culture and landscapes of this starkly beautiful land
alongside the finest local experts.
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Winery Visits with Tastings

Set out on a full-day winery experience that includes visits and
tastings at three wineries, enjoying lunch with paired wines
at one of them. Tonight, dine at a restaurant owned by one of
Argentina’s top chefs.
Cavas Wine Lodge | Meals: B L D
DAY 9: Mendoza |

Learning the Secrets of a Local Chef

T R AV E L P R I VAT E LY W I T H A & K

The Americas

DAY 8: Mendoza |

Customize this itinerary and create the perfect private
Luxury Tailor Made Journey just for you. Contact A&K
for more details.
I N S P I R I N G A C C O M M O D AT I O N S

Today is yours to pursue activities as you desire. Perhaps
horseback ride through the local vineyards, mountain bike or
do a bit of hiking. A cooking lesson this evening is led by a chef
who introduces you to the secrets of Argentinian cuisine. Savor
the repast you have created as you relax beside a fire amid the
vineyards. Cavas Wine Lodge | Meals: B D
DAY 10: Iguazu, Brazil |

Splendors of the Falls

Fly northeast to Iguazu, landing on the Argentine side of
Iguazu Falls. Bordering Brazil and Argentina, the falls are
located in lush Iguazu National Park — a vast forest that is
home to rare birds, such as macaws, toucans and parrots, as
well as monkeys, crocodiles, armadillos and elusive jaguars.
Explore the Argentine side of the falls, starting with a train
ride. Disembark to trek along pathways to the top of the
waterfalls to take in spectacular views and bask in a natural
setting filled with orchids, colorful birds and endemic wildlife.
Proceed to a suspended platform at the brink of Devil’s Throat,
the largest cascade in Iguazu National Park, to experience the
immense power of the water up close. After the visit, cross the
border to your hotel on the Brazilian side. This evening, savor
a memorable dinner in the care of a celebrated local chef who
takes you on a culinary journey through Brazilian culture.

The Singular Patagonia

Travel + Leisure World’s Best hotel overlooking the Patagonian fjords, offering
its guests boutique luxury and spectacular views.

Cavas Wine Lodge

Travel + Leisure World’s Best hotel with a superb wine cellar, set just south of
Mendoza on a 55-acre vineyard at the foot of the Andes Mountains.

Hotel das Cataratas, A Belmond Hotel, Iguassu Falls | Meals: B L D
DAY 11: Iguazu |

Up Close with Natural Wonders

Today, experience Iguazu Falls from the Brazilian side. Thanks
to exclusive park access, enter before regular operating hours,
descending on a canyon trail for panoramic views of more than
240 cascades. Then, board a glass elevator to a platform, for a
new perspective. Later, a private boat takes you right up to the
bottom of the falls to feel the true force of this natural wonder.
In the afternoon, make a backstage visit to the Parque des Aves
bird sanctuary that includes access to restricted areas and the
privileged opportunity to interact with toucans and flamingos,
among others. Tonight, if the sky is clear, enjoy the unique
opportunity to explore the falls by moonlight.
Hotel das Cataratas, A Belmond Hotel, Iguassu Falls | Meals: B L D
DAY 12: Depart São Paulo

After a leisurely morning and lunch at the hotel, fly by private
charter to São Paulo, Brazil, where you connect
with your international flight. Meals: B L

Four Seasons Hotel Buenos Aires
Celebrated luxury hotel, set in the
exclusive Recoleta neighborhood.

Hotel das Cataratas, A Belmond
Hotel, Iguassu Falls — Classic

luxury hotel overlooking Iguazu Falls.

D AT E S & P R I C I N G
Departure Dates
Feb 25–Mar 8, Sep 19–30,
Oct 18–29

Double
Occupancy

Single
Supplement

$38,995

$7,495

Journey Details
This journey contains some active elements.
Minimum age is 10 years.
First group event: sightseeing at 4:00 p.m. on Day 1.
Last group event: airport assistance in São Paulo on Day 12.

Book Your Journey Today

Contact A&K or go online for up-to-date information on dates,
pricing, extensions and special offers.
800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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Wings Over Mexico

12 days from $27,995 | Limited to 12 guests
Immerse yourself in Mexico’s diverse culture and
discover its rich history on a journey that takes
you from bustling Mexico City to the verdant rural
landscapes of Colima and Oaxaca, where indigenous
roots are still strong, and to the imposing Mayan
ruins of Palenque and Chichen Itza, exploring sites
that range widely throughout Mexico, all made easily
accessible by privately chartered air.
A & K A D VA N TA G E S
▶ Fly in comfort between inspiring destinations aboard an
exclusively chartered aircraft with a dedicated flight crew
▶ Rise over Teotihuacán on an early morning hot air balloon
flight, taking in views of one of the world’s largest pyramids
and one of the most important of all Mesoamerican sites
▶ Learn the secrets of Oaxacan cuisine during a cooking
demonstration by a top local chef
▶ Walk through highland forests among millions of monarch
butterflies that migrate here from the US and Canada
▶ Enjoy an exclusive after-hours visit and dinner at the Frida
Kahlo House & Museum
▶ Delve into Mexico’s indigenous roots in Zapotec villages
near Oaxaca and discover lesser-visited archaeological
sites such as Monte Albán, Palenque, Uxmal and Kabah

DAY 1:

Arrive Mexico City, Mexico

Arrive in Mexico City, where you are met and transferred
to your luxurious hotel. Four Seasons Hotel Mexico City
DAY 2: Mexico City |

Tranquil Floating Gardens

Begin your explorations with a visit to the UNESCO-listed
floating gardens of Xochimilco. Board a colorful trajinera
(gondola-like boat) for a graceful ride through its canals and
view the gardens, or chinampas — floating rafts made of reeds
covered with mud — on which locals grow fruits, vegetables
and flowers. Glide along, enjoying a relaxing experience
beloved by Mexico City residents. After lunch and some time
to relax, make your way to the Frida Kahlo House & Museum,
the former residence of the famed artist and cultural icon, for
an exclusive after-hours private visit and dinner.
Four Seasons Hotel Mexico City | Meals: B L D
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M E XI CO

Colima

Merida

Toluca/Piedra
Herrada
Sanctuary
Mexico City

Chichen
Itza
Palenque

Oaxaca

ARRIVE/DEPART
AIR
ROAD

DAY 3: Mexico City |

Sunrise Ballooning over Teotihuacán

Rise early to lift off on a hot air balloon flight over Teotihuacán,
gliding over this UNESCO World Heritage Site to marvel at its
stunning pyramids and temple. Built by an obscure indigenous
pre-Aztec civilization, the city flourished between the first
and sixth centuries. Touch down for a private breakfast served
on the grounds of a little hacienda. Enjoy time to explore the
archaeological wonders of Teotihuacán before returning to
the city center to savor a lunch of traditional dishes with a
contemporary touch, complete with a tequila tasting. After lunch,
explore the center of modern-day Mexico City, starting in the
capital’s main square, once an important gathering place for the
Aztecs. Then, make a guided visit to the Metropolitan Cathedral,
the largest cathedral in the Americas. Head to the National Palace
to see the murals of Diego Rivera, which tell the story of Mexico
from pre-Hispanic times to the Mexican Revolution. Next, join
your expert guide for a private, off-hours exploration of the
National Museum of Anthropology, a showcase of fascinating
artifacts from past Mesoamerican cultures. Tonight, head to the
trendy Polanco neighborhood to enjoy dinner at one of the most
innovative restaurants of Mexico City.
Four Seasons Hotel Mexico City | Meals: B L D
DAY 4: Piedra Herrada Sanctuary |

Among the Monarchs

This morning, head outside the city to visit the Piedra Herrada
Sanctuary, a reserve for monarch butterflies. Meet a biologist
and expert guide who share their knowledge about these winged
wonders, which face steep ecological challenges throughout their
migratory existence. Stop for lunch before boarding a short flight
by private chartered air to Colima. Upon arrival, you are met
and transferred to your stylish accommodations in the beautiful
Mexican highlands. Hacienda de San Antonio | Meals: B L D

The Americas

P R I VAT E C H A R T E R A I R I N C L U D E D
Fly directly between key destinations on flights exclusive to A&K.

Aircraft
Legacy 600 or comparable

Aircraft and seating configuration subject to change.

Flight Details
Toluca–Colima (45 min)
Colima–Oaxaca (1 hr)
Oaxaca–Palenque (45 min)
Palenque–Merida (45 min)
View UNESCO-listed Teotihuacán by hot air balloon

DAY 5: Colima |

A Day in the Mexican Highlands

Enjoy a day of exploration in the Mexican highlands. This
morning, devote some time at leisure to taking in views of the
nearby volcano and forest, before gathering for lunch near
the pool. This afternoon, visit a coffee farm and a local cheese
factory, sampling their products on site. Then, return to your
hacienda or take time for a leisurely forest walk, followed by a
relaxing Scenic Sundowner experience.
Hacienda de San Antonio | Meals: B L D

DAY 6: Oaxaca |

Learn the Secrets of Oaxacan Cuisine

Today, fly by private charter to Oaxaca. Upon arrival, transfer
to your hotel before joining a renowned local chef for a handson cooking demonstration, followed by lunch. Afterward, set
out on a walking tour of the city center. Later this afternoon,
make a privileged, off-hours visit to Monte Albán, one of the
most spectacular archaeological sites of the Pre-Hispanic era,
exploring alongside an expert guide. This evening, return into
the city center for a dinner of local Oaxacan specialties.
Quinta Real Oaxaca | Meals: B L D

Walk the historic center of Oaxaca and
sample the city’s cuisine with a local chef

Enjoy the included option to explore the amazing
Celestun Biosphere Reserve

800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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The Living Legacy of
Mexico’s Magnificent Ruins
If you’ve never ventured beyond the well-worn tourist
destinations of Mexico’s coastal areas, you haven’t
fully experienced this storied country’s indigenous
history. Mighty civilizations like the Maya, Aztecs
and Zapotecs left their marks much farther inland, in
places both familiar and remote, from Mexico City to
the jungles of the Yucatán Peninsula.
Wings Over Mexico puts it all within reach on a
single, expert-planned itinerary by employing timesaving privately chartered fights between far-flung
destinations. Visit a square in Mexico City that was
a meeting place for Aztecs hundreds of years ago.
View archaeological treasures of the Zapotecs at the
Church of Santo Domingo de Guzmán in Oaxaca.
Stand before towering El Castillo in Chichen Itza to
appreciate the sophistication of its Mayan architects.
As you go, interact with descendants of these bygone
peoples, some of whom still carry on the traditions
common to the mighty civilizations that helped forge
Mexico’s character. Discover for yourself how their
legacies still shape everyday life here in subtle yet
authentic ways, whether you’re savoring traditional
Oaxacan cuisine or observing the weaving techniques
practiced by a family of Zapotec artisans, on this
incomparable adventure through the heart of
modern-day Mexico.
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Zapotec Indigenous Heritage

Journey outside the city to Teotitlán del Valle, a rural village
famed over the centuries for its weaving and textiles. Upon
arrival, enjoy a guided walk to the local market, followed by a
visit to a Zapotec family home to see how their woven rugs are
made. After lunch, return to your hotel.

by lunch served on site. Tonight, join your fellow guests at a
farewell dinner. Chablé Yucatán | Meals: B L D
DAY 12: Depart Mérida

After breakfast, transfer to the Mérida Airport for your
departing flight. Meals: B

The Americas

DAY 7: Oaxaca |

Quinta Real Oaxaca | Meals: B L
DAY 8: Oaxaca |

Family Mezcal Distillery Visit

Step back in time today on a visit to the remote village of San
Agustin Amatengo, where you enjoy the opportunity to interact
with local mezcal producers and their families, learning how
they make the popular spirit. This afternoon, return to Oaxaca
for time at leisure. Later, privately visit the church and former
monastery of Santo Domingo de Guzmán, which hosts the
treasures of the Zapotecs found in Monte Albán. View an
amazing trove that includes golden masks, necklaces and other
personal artifacts of Zapotec rulers dating as far back as far as
500 BC. Quinta Real Oaxaca | Meals: B L D
DAY 9: Palenque |

Customize this itinerary and create the perfect private
Luxury Tailor Made Journey just for you. Contact A&K
for more details.
I N S P I R I N G A C C O M M O D AT I O N S

Private Flight to Archaeological Site

Board your privately chartered flight to the steamy jungles of
Chiapas to visit Palenque, a stunning Mayan archaeological
site. Arrive and explore this impressive remnant of the vast
Mayan civilization, which flourished during the sixth and
seventh centuries, including the tomb of the site’s longtime
ruler, Pakal the Great. After lunch with a local epigraphist and
Mayan academic, fly on to Mérida in the heart of the Yucatán
Peninsula, and continue to your resort nestled in
the jungle just outside the city. Chablé Yucatán | Meals: B L D
DAY 10: Mérida |

T R AV E L P R I VAT E LY W I T H A & K

Four Seasons Hotel Mexico City

Hacienda de San Antonio

Quinta Real Oaxaca

Chablé Yucatán

Condé Nast Traveler Gold List hotel at
the foot of the Volcán de Colima.

Contemporary luxury hotel fronting
the Paseo de la Reforma.

Design Your Day

This morning, enjoy one of these Design Your Day experiences.
▶ Visit the Celestún Biosphere Reserve along the Yucatán
coast, a mangrove environment seasonally home to
migrating flamingos in the winter months.
▶ Gain a Deeper Knowledge of the Mayan World by visiting
the lesser-known UNESCO World Heritage
Sites of Uxmal and Kabah.
▶ Indulge in a Spa Treatment, which is just part of the
soothing wellness offerings available at your resort.
Return to your hotel for some time at leisure. Later, set out on
a guided city tour in the cooler air of the evening, followed by
dinner in Mérida’s city center. Chablé Yucatán | Meals: B D
DAY 11: Mérida |

Awe-Inspiring Chichen Itza

Today, set out on an expedition to famed Chichen Itza, a
complex of Mayan ruins best known for its iconic step pyramid,
El Castillo. Visit the site early in the day, before the crowds
arrive, giving you more time to observe the magnificent
architecture. Afterward, drive to a private cenote (limestone
sinkhole) for a swim in its clear, refreshing waters, followed

Deluxe boutique hotel set in a former
16th-century convent.

Contemporary luxury hotel in a
hacienda, amid a private forest.

D AT E S & P R I C I N G
Departure Dates
Feb 16–27

Double
Occupancy

Single
Supplement

$27,995

$4,595

Oct 13–24, Nov 9–20

Call for Pricing

Journey Details
Minimum age is 10 years.
First group event: welcome briefing at 8:30 AM on Day 2.
Last group event: farewell dinner at 8:00 PM on Day 11.
This journey contains some active elements.

Book Your Journey Today

Contact A&K or go online for up-to-date information on dates,
pricing, extensions and special offers.
800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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Wings Over Alaska

10 days from $34,995 | Limited to 12 guests

Denali
National
Park

Discover the far-flung reaches of Alaska on an
immersive luxury journey that reveals its wilderness
and wildlife at their most authentic. Flightsee over
Denali, track brown bears in Katmai National Park,
and cruise among whales and tidewater glaciers
in Prince William Sound, accompanied by leading
conservationists, while staying exclusively at remote,
iconic lodges, on an itinerary made possible through
the time-saving convenience of private chartered air.

Winterlake

Anchorage
Chugach
Mountains

Girdwood
Whittier

Kenai
Peninsula

Tutka Bay

P R I N C E
W I LLI A M
SOUN D

Katmai National Park

ARRIVE/DEPART
AIR
ROAD

A & K A D VA N TA G E S
▶ Privately cruise majestic Prince William Sound on a day-long
excursion, watching for whales and viewing glaciers
▶ Enjoy your choice of helicopter activities, including heli-float
touring or heli-fishing
▶ Experience Katmai National Park, flightsee Denali National
Park and stay in backcountry Alaskan lodges
▶ Revel in a day of private bear viewing in the Katmai National
Park, one of the densest habitats for brown bears on earth.

DAY 3: Girdwood |

Alyeska Resort | Meals: B L D

▶ Listen to a talk by Fran Ulmer, the Chair of The Nature
Conservancy and a former Lieutenant Governor of Alaska

Meet two Alaskans whose lives are tied
to the wilderness of “The Last Frontier,”
when you meet Nature Conservancy
Chair Fran Ulmer and beloved Iditarod
racer DeeDee Jonrowe.

▶ Go dogsledding on an icefield with a former Iditarod racer

DAY 1:

Arrive Anchorage, Alaska

Arrive in Anchorage on the Kenai Peninsula, where you are
met and transferred to Alyeska Resort. This evening, gather for
a welcome dinner in a private room at your hotel, enjoying a
presentation by Fran Ulmer, chair of The Nature Conservancy
and former Lieutenant Governor of Alaska, who shares stories
of her life and challenges in America’s “Last Frontier.” Alyeska
Resort | Meals: D
DAY 2: Prince William Sound | Sighting Whales & Glaciers

Embark on an exploration vessel for a full-day private cruise
of majestic Prince William Sound, watching for whales
and marveling at the glaciers that come down to the shore.
This evening, enjoy dinner on your own at one of the fine
restaurants at Alyeska Resort or in the town of Girdwood, with
recommendations, reservations and transportation provided
byA&K. Alyeska Resort | Meals: B L
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Chugach Backcountry Adventure

Today, board an Alaska Railroad train for a scenic ride into
the rugged backcountry of the Chugach Mountains for a full
day of private exploration that includes hiking, kayaking and
a special Salmon Bake lunch. Adjust your experience to your
preferred level of activity with help from the skilled guides
who accompany you. Tonight, back at Alyeska, ride a tram up
a mountainside for dinner at the Seven Glaciers Restaurant.

DAY 4: Tutka Bay |

Design Your Day

This morning, board a floatplane on Lake Hood for a flight over
Cook Inlet and the Kenai Peninsula to Tutka Bay Lodge. After
you settle in, enjoy one of these Design Your Day options.
▶ Hike a Temperate Old-Growth Rainforest with an expert
guide and stop for some beachcombing along Tutka Bay.
▶ Sea Kayak Along the Tutka Bay Shoreline and to the
Herring Islands, looking for seabirds, otters and whales.
▶ Join a Local Chef for a Cooking Class, using ingredients
gathered from their seaside garden and the sea itself.
Afterward, return to your lodge for dinner.
Tutka Bay Lodge | Meals: B L D

The Americas

P R I VAT E C H A R T E R A I R I N C L U D E D
Fly directly between key destinations on flights exclusive to A&K.

Aircraft
Aircraft varies and will depend on the number of guests
Aircraft and seating configuration subject to change.

Flight Details
Lake Hood–Tutka Bay (1 hr)
Tutka Bay–Winterlake Lodge (1 hr)
Winterlake Lodge–Anchorage (1 hr)

DAY 5: Tutka Bay |

Bears of Katmai National Park

Today, Ride like a Local as you embark on a scenic boat ride
across Kachemak Bay to the town of Homer and then fly
by bush plane to Katmai National Park, home to one of the
densest habitats for brown bears on earth. Search with your
private guide for brown bears, watching the mighty omnivores
up close in a natural setting. Return by plane and boat to your
lodge. Gather for a Scenic Sundowner this evening before
dining. Tutka Bay Lodge | Meals: B L D

Dogsled across an icefield with an Iditarod
racer, on an exclusive experience

Stay at a lodge in the foothills of magnificent Denali

DAY 6: Winterlake |

Ring of Fire & Denali Foothills

After breakfast, take off by floatplane for Winterlake Lodge,
viewing a string of volcanoes in Alaska’s Ring of Fire along
the way. Arrive for lunch at Winterlake Lodge in the foothills
of Denali — the largest mountain in North America — and
then partake of your choice of activities near the lodge,
including hiking, fishing, a gourmet cooking class, a massage
or a relaxing soak the hot tub. This evening, enjoy dinner and
a presentation by celebrated, veteran Iditarod racer DeeDee
Jonrowe. Winterlake Lodge | Meals: B L D

Watch for whales and glaciers during an exhilarating
cruise of Prince William Sound

800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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The Americas

Immerse Yourself in Alaska
in Ways Unique to A&K
The range of outdoor experiences available in some of
Alaska’s most remote and spectacular settings is almost
as immense as the state itself. As Wings Over Alaska
proves, however, it’s not just the places you go, but how
you experience them and with whom.
Starting in Anchorage, you gather for a private
dinner with the first of two notable Alaskans taking
part in the itinerary, when Fran Ulmer, chair of The
Nature Conservancy and a former Lieutenant
Governor of Alaska, shares stories that set the stage
for your adventure.
Board a train into the deep backcountry of the Chugach
Mountains to privately explore the wilderness as few
other group journeys can. Hop a floatplane to Tutka
Bay for exciting Design Your Day options like kayaking
or hiking. Fly by bush plane to privately search for
Alaska’s immense brown bear in Katmai National Park.
Meet with iconic Iditarod racer DeeDee Jonrowe and
gain a keen perspective on the region’s history with a
visit to the Anchorage Museum.
From start to finish, the quality of this travel experience
— often enjoyed in privacy and accompanied
throughout by top local experts — is rich and
rewarding, revealing Alaska at its most authentic
every step of the way.
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DAYS 7–8: Winterlake |

Adventures by Dogsled & Helicopter

For the next two days, participate in an alternating set of
morning and afternoon activity options. Lift off by helicopter
to land on a nearby icefield for dogsledding on the icy surface
with an Iditarod racer, an A&K-exclusive opportunity. Then,
fit in some invigorating snowshoeing and cross-country skiing.
Alternatively, enjoy a choice of activities accessed by helicopter,
including a guided hike with views of soaring, snow-capped
Denali, a heli-float trip or heli-fishing. Return by helicopter
to the lodge for lunch each day and a Chef ’s Table Experience
one afternoon. Then, choose from afternoon activities available
from your lodge, including guided hikes, canoeing, birding,
a yoga or stretching class, a massage or a soak in the hot tub.
This evening, dine at your lodge with the Iditarod racer as your
group’s special guest. Winterlake Lodge | Meals: B L D
DAY 9: Anchorage |

I N S P I R I N G A C C O M M O D AT I O N S

The Americas

Hop a bush plane to Katmai National
Park to encounter mighty brown bears
in the wild, viewing them from a safe
vantage point as they splash in the river,
catch salmon, play or doze in the grass.

Alyeska Resort

Tutka Bay Lodge

Winterlake Lodge

Hotel Captain Cook

Renowned resort surrounded by
mountain peaks, forests and glaciers.

Boutique lodge with just six private
cabins located on a vast fjord.

A City’s Cultural Heritage

In the late morning, take off by floatplane for Anchorage,
savoring flightseeing of majestic Denali en route. This
afternoon, delve into the history of Anchorage, starting with a
tour of the Anchorage Museum’s stunning collection of the Art
of the North. Then, stop by authentic shops displaying Native
Alaskan art. Gather at the fine restaurant atop your hotel for a
farewell dinner, gazing out at sweeping views of Cook Inlet and
the Chugach Mountains.
Hotel Captain Cook | Meals: B L D
DAY 10: Depart Anchorage

After breakfast, privately transfer to the airport for your
departing flight. Meals: B

T R AV E L P R I VAT E LY W I T H A & K
Customize this itinerary to create the perfect private
Luxury Tailor Made Journey just for you. Contact A&K
for more details.

Remote Lodge that serves as Finger
Lake checkpoint for the Iditarod.

Luxury hotel with views of the Cook
Inlet and the Chugach Mountains.

D AT E S & P R I C I N G
Departure Dates
Jun 9–18, Jul 7–16, Aug 4–13,
Aug 25–Sep 3

Double
Occupancy

Single
Supplement

$34,995

$7,895

Journey Details
This journey contains some active elements.
Minimum age is 10 years.
First group event: welcome briefing at 6:00 p.m. on Day 1.
Last group event: farewell dinner at 7:00 p.m. on Day 9.

Book Your Journey Today

Contact A&K or go online for up-to-date information on dates,
pricing, extensions and special offers.
800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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Terms & Conditions
ROOM UPGRADES/SPECIAL REQUESTS

For all other terms and conditions, please refer to
abercrombiekent.com/terms.

Upgrades are typically available on request at individual hotels for an
additional cost. Please ask A&K for details and prices. Specific requests
such as adjacent or connecting rooms, bedding requests, smoking rooms
and special dietary needs should be advised at time of booking. Please
note that reasonable efforts will be made to secure special requests;
however, they cannot be guaranteed.

GUARANTEED DEPARTURES

ITINERARIES

A&K’S GUEST PROTECTION PROGRAM

All group journeys excluding Luxury Expedition Cruises and
related extensions, Private Jet, Wings Over the World, and Inspiring
Expeditions by Geoffrey Kent are guaranteed to operate with a minimum
of two (2) persons unless noted on the itinerary. Guaranteed departures
will operate except only in cases of force majeure, which could include
any major world event adversely affecting international travel patterns or
other circumstances beyond A&K’s control.

A&K PRICE ASSURANCE

A&K will honor any lower advertised price on abercrombiekent.com for
the same program, travel date and accommodation classification for all
small group and Signature journeys available through A&K excluding
Luxury Expedition Cruises, Private Jet, Inspiring Expeditions by
Geoffrey Kent, international and internal air and extra services. Travel
professional or guest must contact A&K for a price adjustment prior to
travel. A&K reserves the right to modify
or cancel the A&K Price Assurance for future bookings without prior
notice.

COVID-19 VACCINATION REQUIREMENT

All guests must be fully vaccinated for COVID-19 and present proof
of vaccination during travel on Small Group Journeys and Luxury
Expedition Cruises. A&K accepts approved vaccines per the World
Health Organization list. Guests must also comply with all vaccination
requirements for country entry and any local regulations, which are
subject to change. A&K reserves the right to change, modify or amend
the A&K COVID-19 Vaccination Requirement for future bookings at any
time and without prior notice.

INCLUDED IN JOURNEYS

All accommodations, meals and fully guided sightseeing (including park
and entrance fees) as noted in the itinerary; airport transfers to/from
hotel/ship in the first/last published city regardless of day of arrival and
departure (on Expedition Cruises, transfers may be shared and included
on start and end dates only); services of A&K Resident Tour Director
or appropriate guide on Pre- and Post-Tour Extensions; coffee/tea/soft
drinks/water at included meals; local wine and beer at all designated
welcome and farewell dinners and with all lunches and dinners on
Connections European River Cruise Journeys; local bottled water during
sightseeing; porterage of up to two (2) pieces of baggage per person;
complimentary Internet access (where available on cruises and at land
accommodations; service levels are not guaranteed); hotel taxes; and
gratuities throughout, except to the Resident Tour Director/Extension
guide/East Africa safari driver-guides.
Luxury Small Group, Marco Polo, Family and Wings Over the World
Journeys Additional Inclusions Excluding Climb Kilimanjaro:
A&K’s Travelling Bell Boy Service is provided; however, because of
security regulations, this service may be limited at airports, rail stations
and points of embarkation for cruises. A&K’s Traveller’s Valet includes
laundry service for eight (8) pieces per person once during journey
(excludes Pre- and Post-Tour Extensions). Dry cleaning is not included.
A&K’s Breakfast in Bed service is included on select days up to two times
per journey (limitations may apply for safari journeys).
Luxury Expedition Cruises Additional Inclusions:
Complimentary select bar drinks, beer, house wine, soft drinks, coffee
drinks, juices and bottled water (excluding premium wines, spirits and
Champagnes) while on board; complimentary local beer and wine for
included meals on shore; complimentary room service on board; all
shore excursions and lecture program while on board; A&K’s Traveller’s
Valet laundry service for eight (8) pieces per person once during cruises
fewer than 12 nights and twice on cruises 12 nights or longer on board
only (dry cleaning excluded); services of the A&K Expedition Team and
local guides; gratuities for the ship’s crew and A&K Expedition Team
and Pre- and Post-Tour guides; a complimentary expedition parka and
backpack and use of waterproof boots, pants and trekking poles provided
on board for all polar cruises.
Africa Journeys Additional Inclusions:
Safari duffel on journeys in East and Southern Africa. Medical
evacuation service, when available, including air transportation to
medical care facilities, is included within Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana,
Zambia and Zimbabwe. For Climb Kilimanjaro program participants,
medical evacuation is included from the foot of Mount Kilimanjaro to
Nairobi. Hospitalization and medical expenses are the sole responsibility
of the guest.

NOT INCLUDED IN JOURNEYS

A&K’s Guest Protection Program; international and internal airfares,
unless otherwise noted; costs associated with obtaining passports
or entry visas; reciprocity and other border fees; airport departure
taxes, unless otherwise noted; excess baggage charges; gratuities to the
Resident Tour Director/Extension guide/East Africa safari driver-guides;
meals other than those specified in the itinerary; room service (except on
board Luxury Expedition Cruises); beverages other than those noted in
inclusions above; sightseeing not included in the published itinerary; and
personal expenses such as laundry (except for A&K’s Traveller’s Valet
as noted), communication charges, Internet access for all trains; and
optional activities (which are subject to availability).

HOTEL CHECK-IN

Most hotels allow check-in to take place during the midafternoon.
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Should you wish to have a guaranteed room ready for your immediate
check-in upon arrival, it requires an additional room night to be
confirmed. Please ask A&K for details and prices. Requests for early
check-in based on hotel availability cannot be guaranteed and are at the
sole discretion of the hotel.

request for accommodation. However, if A&K, in its sole discretion, is
unable to properly accommodate the need of the person(s) concerned
or believes that health and safety may be compromised, A&K reserves
the right to refuse participation. The guest represents that neither he
nor she nor anyone travelling with him or her has any physical or other
condition or disability that could create a hazard to himself or herself or
other members of the tour. A&K also reserves the right to remove from
the trip, at the guest’s own expense, anyone whose physical condition or
conduct negatively impacts the enjoyment of the other guests or disrupts
the tour. Due to ship restrictions, women who will be six (6) months or
more pregnant at any time during the cruise are not permitted to travel
on Expedition Cruises.

These Abercrombie & Kent USA, LLC (“A&K”) Terms and Conditions
apply to group journeys including Luxury Small Group, Marco Polo,
Family, Wings Over the World, Connections and Connections
European River Cruise Journeys, departing between January 1, 2023,
and December 31, 2023; Luxury Expedition Cruises departing
between March 1, 2023, and February 28, 2024; and all related
Group Extensions and bookings of the above programs for future
years until updated.

2023 Wings Over the World Journeys

A&K reserves the right to modify program itineraries, including
arranged sightseeing and featured experts, and substitute
accommodations, including vessels, aircraft and trains, at any time due
to unforeseen circumstances or circumstances beyond A&K’s control.
Reasonable efforts will be made to operate itineraries as planned, but
alterations may occur after the final itinerary has been issued. Due to
the nature of Luxury Expedition Cruises, itineraries are for guidance
purposes only and may be adjusted due to unforeseen circumstances
including weather, wildlife, ice, medical emergencies and other
conditions beyond A&K’s control at the sole discretion of the Captain
on board.

AIR TRANSPORTATION

International airfare (to the journey starting point and from the ending
point) is not included in program pricing. A&K has special agreements
with many air carriers and can offer quotations from any gateway. Some
journeys require internal flights as specified in the itinerary. This airfare
is typically not included and must be purchased from A&K in addition to
the journey. In the instance where charter flights are used and seating is
limited, A&K reserves the right to substitute and confirm air reservations
on an available alternative scheduled air flight. All internal air is based
on economy class seating and is 100% non-refundable at time of final
payment (some exceptions may apply). All international and internal
air quotes are subject to change until final payment has been received
by A&K. Flight confirmation is based on availability. Air reservations
cannot be confirmed until a passport copy is received by A&K.
All air carriers are independent contractors and are not owned,
managed, controlled or operated by A&K. Your airline ticket constitutes
a contract between yourself and the airlines (and not A&K), even if
purchased through A&K. A&K shall not be liable and does not assume
responsibility for, or accept claims with regard to, seat assignments,
name changes, schedule changes, flight changes and/or cancellations.
Should you change or cancel your air transportation arrangements
before or after your travel begins, all airline change and cancellation fees
will apply.

BAGGAGE

A&K provides porterage of up to two (2) pieces of baggage per person.
Please note should your journey include internal/domestic or charter
flights, your luggage allowance may be less than two (2) pieces of baggage
and weight/size restrictions and additional costs may apply.
Details will be provided in your Pre-Travel Documentation. Baggage and
personal effects are at the owner’s risk throughout the travel program,
and A&K assumes no liability for lost or damaged baggage. Please check
with your international carrier for other baggage restrictions and fees
applicable to your international flights.

PRICES AND ARRANGEMENTS

Quoted journey prices are per person, double occupancy except where
indicated. Although not expected, published prices may be modified
due to unexpected significant external factors not forecasted at the time
of printing. A&K is under no obligation to give a breakdown in costs of
any journey. Pre- and Post-Tour Extensions are only available to guests
booked on related group journeys. Modification of program content to
accommodate a smaller group size will not affect the published program
price.

CHILD POLICY

The minimum age is 10 years old unless noted on the itinerary.
Minimum age is seven years old for Luxury Expedition Cruise Journeys,
12 years old for Connections European River Cruise Journeys and varies
for Family Journeys. All children under age 18 must be accompanied
by an adult. A&K reserves the right to marginally exceed the published
maximum group size on Family Journeys to accommodate a family. Note
that some accommodations require that children below a certain age
share a room with an adult.
The parent or guardian travelling alone with a child is recommended
to carry documentation that proves their relationship to the child
(e.g., birth certificate) and evidence that they have permission to travel
with the child (e.g., consent letter). Guests travelling with children
who are not related are recommended to carry documentation which
provides evidence they have permission to travel with the child. Guests
are advised to check with the appropriate government authority to
determine the necessary documents required for travel with children.
A&K cannot be held responsible should the guest, child or any member
of the travelling party
be denied entry to a country due to noncompliance with a
country’s requirements.

ACTIVE ELEMENTS & CONDUCT

The suppliers of some activities on journeys may require a minimum
age or minimum/maximum height or weight to participate. Some active
elements have been incorporated into select itineraries. To enjoy the
journeys as intended, a minimum level of fitness is required. A&K will
require prior notice if any participant has any physical or other condition
or disability that would prevent them from participating in active
elements of any journey and/or could create a hazard to himself or herself
or to other members of the group. Specific journeys have conditions that
may require a guest produce a doctor’s certificate to A&K prior to travel.
A&K will make reasonable efforts to accommodate a disability-related

Travel insurance is not included in the price of the journey and is
recommended. You may purchase A&K’s Guest Protection Program
administered by AON (which provides cancellation coverage, medical
coverage and protection against lost or stolen or damaged luggage) or
A&K’s Guest Protection Program with Cancel for Any Reason Coverage
for an additional fee. Coverage takes effect the day A&K receives
payment for the plan. The Guest Protection Program is available up to
final payment for your journey; however, the plan must be purchased
within 14 days of the date your initial trip deposit is received by A&K in
order to waive the pre-existing medical condition exclusion. Additional
terms apply. The Cancel for Any Reason Program is only available for
purchase within 14 days of the date your initial trip deposit is received
by A&K (additional terms apply). CFAR provides reimbursement of
up to 75% of non-refundable cancellation charges but is not available
on select journeys or to New York residents. The cost of coverage is
calculated based on the total cost of your travel arrangements. For more
information, visit affinitytravelcert.com/abk. Insurance coverages are
subject to the terms, limitations and exclusions in the plan, including
an exclusion for pre-existing conditions.
Special Requirement for Select Luxury Expedition Cruises:
Due to the remote locations, A&K requires proof of a minimum of
$100,000 per person in emergency evacuation/repatriation insurance for
all polar cruises and other select Luxury Expedition Cruises as specified
at time of booking. This minimum amount is included in A&K’s Guest
Protection Program; upgrades can be purchased for higher coverage on
request. If you do not purchase A&K’s Guest Protection Program, we
require proof of alternative coverage. Please note emergency evacuation
insurance provides for covering the cost associated with emergency
evacuation and repatriation up to the limits of the respective policy;
however, it does not guarantee the timing, method or mode of such
evacuation and repatriation, which is subject to weather, location and
other conditions or variables outside of A&K’s control.

PASSPORTS AND VISAS

It is the guest’s sole responsibility to obtain and have available
when necessary the appropriate valid travel documents. All guests
are advised to check with the appropriate government authority to
determine the necessary documents required for their travel. A valid
passport is required for U.S. and Canadian citizens travelling to all
international destinations. Passports must be valid for six (6) months
after completion of your journey and should also have sufficient blank
visa pages for entry and exit stamps. Many destinations also require a
visa for U.S. and Canadian citizens; this will be indicated in your PreTravel Documentation. Citizens of other countries should contact the
appropriate consular office for entry requirements pertaining to their
journey. You may be refused boarding or disembarked from a plane,
vessel or train without liability for refund, payment, compensation, or
credit of any kind if you do not have proper documentation, and you will
be subject to any fine or other costs incurred by A&K which result from
improper documentation or noncompliance with applicable regulations.
A&K shall not be responsible should any
guest be denied entry to a country due to noncompliance with
these requirements.

RESERVATION AND PAYMENT SCHEDULE

Any payments made to A&K constitute your acceptance of the terms and
conditions set out herein and in your Pre-Travel Documentation.
A&K accepts all major credit cards.

Deposit per Person Required at Time of Booking
Luxury Small Group, Marco Polo
and Family Journeys

$1,000

Connections and Connections
European River Cruise Journeys

$500

Luxury Expedition Cruises
Wings Over the World Journeys

$2,500
25% of program price

Final payment is due 90 days prior to departure. If your reservation is
made within 90 days of departure, the entire cost of the trip must be
paid at the time of the request in order to secure confirmation. For all
Luxury Expedition Cruise, Connections European River Cruise and
Select Journeys indicated below, final payment is due 120 days prior to
departure. For Wings Over the World Journeys that include European
destinations, final payment is due 120 days prior to departure. For all
other Wings Over the World Journeys, final payment is due 180 days
prior to departure. An additional nonrefundable permit fee is required at
time of booking for journeys including Uganda and Rwanda.
Select Journeys: Australia & New Zealand: The Lands Down Under;
Brazil: The Amazon, Pantanal & Iguazu Falls; Chile: From the Andes to
the Atacama Desert; Cruising the Mekong: Siam, Saigon & Angkor Wat;
Easter Island & the Tapati Festival; Family Costa Rica; Family Galápagos;
Finland & Sweden: Adventure Across Lapland; Galápagos

Wildlife Adventure; India Wildlife Safari; Mongolia: Naadam Festival
& the Khan Legacy; Myanmar & the Irrawaddy; Namibia: Dunes &
Desert Safari; Patagonia: The Last Wilderness; Peru: Machu Picchu
& the Amazon; Peru: Machu Picchu & the Sacred Valley; Pharaohs &
Pyramids; South Africa Safari in Style; South Korea & Japan: Cultural
Legacies; Splendors of Chile, Argentina & Brazil; Splendors of Morocco;
Taj Mahal & the Treasures of India; and Wonders of the Galápagos &
Machu Picchu.

CANCELLATION CHARGES

Cancellations will be effective on the date of receipt by A&K whether
by phone, email or fax. Cancellations received by A&K are subject to
the following:

CANCELLATION FEES PER PERSON

Luxury Small Group Journeys, Marco Polo Journeys, Family
Journeys, Connections Land Journeys, and related Group
Extensions (except Select Journeys as listed above)
91 days prior to departure or more

$500

90–61 days prior to departure

20% of program price

60–31 days prior to departure

50% of program price

30 days prior to departure or less

100% of program price

Connections European River Cruise Journeys, Select
Journeys listed above and related Group Extensions
121 days prior to departure or more

$500

120–91 days prior to departure

20% of program price

90–61 days prior to departure

50% of program price

60 days prior to departure or less

100% of program price

Luxury Expedition Cruises and related Group Extensions
121 days prior to departure or more

$1,500

120–91 days prior to departure

25% of program price

90–61 days prior to departure

50% of program price

60 days prior to departure or less

100% of program price

Wings Over the World Journeys (journeys that include
European destinations)
181 days prior to departure or more

10% of program price

180–121 days prior to departure

25% of program price

120–91 days prior to departure

50% of program price

90 days prior to departure or less

100% of program price

infected with COVID-19 or experience travel interruptions or delays.
Guest is required to follow the legal and regulatory requirements
regarding COVID-19 testing and quarantine per individual country
regulations. The testing procedures and results are solely subject to the
control of local governments. A&K has no control and no authority to
overrule, change or amend local government policies as they relate to
testing or providing private quarantine facilities. A&K will assist all
guests where COVID-19 testing is required; however, A&K is merely
acting as a facilitator in order to assist guests who require a COVID-19
test. All COVID-19 testing is carried out by third party testing facilities
with no association or affiliation to A&K, and A&K is not liable or
responsible for any results, issues, delays or problems encountered
during the testing process or the performance or non-performance of
the testing facilities.

FORCE MAJEURE

Force majeure means unusual and unforeseeable circumstances
beyond A&K’s control or the control of our suppliers, the consequence
of which neither A&K, nor its suppliers, could avoid even with all due
care, including, but not limited to, war or threat of war; riot; civil strife;
terrorist activity (actual or threatened); industrial dispute; technical
problems with transport, machinery or equipment; outages or power
failures; natural or nuclear disaster; fire, flood, drought or adverse
weather conditions; pandemics, epidemics or outbreaks of illness; and
ice conditions in oceans and level of water in rivers.
In the event of a cancellation or material alteration to the journey as a
result of the circumstances as described in this clause, A&K may in its
sole and absolute discretion:
(i) offer the guest(s) alternative travel arrangements or products of
comparable standard as may be appropriate in the circumstances; or
(ii) if alternative travel arrangements or products are not offered by
A&K, A&K will provide a travel credit to the guest equal to the value of
the trip less any sums A&K is not able to recover from any supplier.
A&K cannot assume responsibility for any other travel related costs
included but not limited to air, insurance, visas and other travel
arrangements, etc.

CLAIMS AND REFUNDS

A&K will not accept any liability for any claims and will not provide
refunds except as may be specifically allowed herein.

A&K MOBILE APP

Abercrombie & Kent may provide information for your journey via a
web platform and an A&K mobile app (the “App”). The use of the
App is not part of your holiday package experience and is merely
intended to offer an interactive option to view your itinerary and other
related information. Once downloaded, you are subject to the privacy
policy and terms of use as found in the App. You are responsible if you
provide access or use of the App to any members
of your travelling party.

PHOTOGRAPHY DURING TRAVEL

A&K reserves the right to take photographs and video of guests during
the operation of any program or part thereof and to use, re-use, publish,
and republish their image, identity likeness, name, voice, interview,
statements, video clips and sound recordings, and/or photographic
portraits or pictures in which guest(s) may be included (an “Image”), for
promotional purposes during the program and thereafter. By booking
a program with A&K, guests acknowledge that A&K is the owner of the
photographs and video and agree to allow their Image to be used in such
photographs and videos, which may thereafter, be used by A&K. Guests
who prefer that their images not be used must (1) identify themselves
to their Resident Tour Director at the beginning of their Journey; and
(2) notify their A&K Travel Consultant by email, not later than thirty
(30) days following the end of the guest’s journey. In the event the guest
fails to comply with both obligations, the guest shall not be exempt
from this section. If such written notice is not timely provided, the
guests, individually and on behalf of any minor child travelling with
them, have granted unrestricted rights and permission for A&K to use
the Images.

LIMITS ON A&K’S RESPONSIBILITY

Wings Over the World Journeys (journeys that do not
include European destinations)
211 days prior to departure or more

10% of program price

210–181 days prior to departure

25% of program price

180–121 days prior to departure

50% of program price

120 days prior to departure or less

100% of program price

The guest agrees the sums referenced in the cancellation provisions
above are not a penalty and represent a reasonable effort on behalf
of A&K to establish its loss prospectively and represent liquidated
damages. These include amongst other costs but not limited to fees
charged by hotels and travel suppliers to A&K for cancelled bookings.
Partial Room Cancellation: If a guest cancels or leaves a journey and a
roommate remains, an additional supplement may apply to the price for
the remaining guest.

CANCELLATION CHARGES FOR INTERNAL AIR

All internal air is 100% non-refundable at time of final payment (some
exceptions may apply).

CANCELLATION CHARGES FOR EXTRA SERVICES

Additional hotel nights and other extra services booked in connection
with A&K journeys are subject to specific cancellation penalties. These
will be provided at the time of booking and noted on the invoice.

COVID-19 ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Guest must provide required health documentation for travel and
agree to comply with all health protocols as directed by A&K staff
during their journey. Noncompliance with these measures will result
in not being able to travel or continue on the journey. Guest voluntarily
assumes all risks and related expenses in the event that they or any
member of the travelling party require testing or quarantine, become

Neither A&K nor its parent company, affiliates or subsidiaries, nor any of
their respective employees, shareholders, officers, directors, successors,
representatives, agents and assigns (collectively the “A&K Parties”),
owns or operates any entity which is to or does provide goods or services
for your trip with the exception of a limited number of vehicles. A&K
purchases transportation (by aircraft, coach, train, vessel or otherwise),
hotel and other lodging accommodations, restaurant, ground handling
and other services from various independent suppliers (including from
time to time other affiliated A&K companies). All such persons and
entities are independent contractors. As a result, the A&K Parties are not
liable for any negligent or willful act of any such person or entity or of any
third person.
In addition and without limitation, the A&K Parties are not responsible
for any injury, financial or physical loss, death, inconvenience, delay or
damage to personal property in connection with the provision of any
goods or services whether resulting from but not limited to acts of God
or force majeure, illness, disease, acts of war, civil unrest, insurrection
or revolt, animals, strikes or other labor activities, criminal or terrorist
activities of any kind, overbooking or downgrading of services, food
poisoning, mechanical or other failure of aircraft or other means of
transportation or for failure of any transportation mechanism to arrive
or depart on time.

high altitude treks, climbing, quad biking, parasailing, parachuting,
kayaking, whitewater rafting, jet boat rides, snowmobiling, primate
tracking and any other activity which A&K considers to carry
inherent risk of serious illness, injury or death (“Activities”), then you
fully understand and acknowledge that Activities carry with them
various inherent risks, including serious illness, injury or death and
you take complete responsibility for your own health and safety and
agree to assume all risks of injury, illness or death, whether foreseen
or unforeseen, that may befall you as a result of participating in any
Activities and agree to release the A&K Parties from any liability
whatsoever related thereto.
Further, as consideration for being permitted to participate in the
Activities; you release the A&K Parties, whether known or unknown,
from, and agree not to sue or make claim against the A&K Parties
for, property damage, cancellation of any Activities for any reason,
illness, negligent rescue operations or procedures, personal injury,
or death arising out of your participation in the Activities, and any
activity related thereto, including transportation to and from the site
of the Activities, regardless of whether such property damage, illness,
personal injury, or death results from the negligence of the A&K Parties
and/or from any defect in equipment. You further agree to indemnify
and hold the A&K Parties harmless with respect to any claim made
against the A&K Parties by anyone else which (a) related to your
participation in any trip or any Activities, or (b) which would be subject
to the above release and covenant not to sue if you had made the claim
directly yourself. Upon receipt of notice of the assertion of a claim,
the A&K Parties reserve the right to approve, or withdraw approval of,
counsel, in its sole discretion.

TRAVEL ADVISORIES/WARNINGS

It is the responsibility of the guest to become informed about the most
current travel advisories and warnings by referring to the U.S. State
Department or their respective government agencies. In the event of an
active State Department or government agency Travel Warning against
travel to the specific destination location(s) of the trip, should the guest
still choose to travel, notwithstanding any travel advisory, the guest
assumes all risk of personal injury, death or property damage that may
arise out of the events like those advised or warned against.

ARBITRATION AGREEMENT

Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to these Terms and
Conditions, to the Limits on A&K’s Responsibility clause, to any A&K
brochure, or to any information regarding any A&K journey, service
or package, or to any A&K-related trip, activity, service or package,
shall be settled in the first instance by binding arbitration before one (1)
arbitrator in Chicago, Illinois. Any party or their representative may
appear for the arbitration by telephone or video conference. Each party
shall bear its own fees, costs and expenses and an equal share of any
arbitrator and administrative fees; however, the prevailing party shall
be entitled to full recovery of all such costs and fees. Disputes shall be
arbitrated on an individual basis, with there being no right or authority
for any disputes to be arbitrated on a class action basis or in a purported
representative capacity on behalf of the general public, other travel
suppliers or other entities similarly situated.

ONE NAME: ONE UNPARALLELED
STANDARD WORLDWIDE

Throughout this brochure, you’ll see references to “Abercrombie
& Kent” (or simply “A&K”). This is our shorthand for the many
independent Abercrombie & Kent companies that work with A&K, to
provide its guests with a consistent worldwide standard of expertise
and excellence in travel. Their independence allows our guests
to benefit from unique local knowledge and specialized services
available only from destination-based operating companies around
the globe.

AMENDMENTS

A&K reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions in its
published materials and to amend these Terms and Conditions at any
time as the result of any material changes to legislation or regulation.
All amended Terms and Conditions shall automatically be effective
upon being posted by A&K to the website abercrombiekent.com.
Accordingly, guests should check the website abercrombiekent.com
prior to travel in order to ensure they are aware of any changes.

PRIVACY NOTICE

See the A&K USA Privacy Notice, which can be found at
abercrombiekent.com/privacy, and which is incorporated herein.
©2022 Abercrombie & Kent USA, LLC, ABERCROMBIE & KENT,
A&K, CONNECTIONS, CONNECTIONS BY ABERCROMBIE
& KENT, DESIGN YOUR DAY, INSPIRING EXPERIENCES,
GUARDIAN ANGEL, MARCO POLO CLUB, MARCO POLO
JOURNEYS, RESIDENT TOUR DIRECTOR, SIGNATURE SERIES,
SIMPLY THE BEST WAY TO TRAVEL, TRAVELLER’S VALET,
TRAVELLING BELL BOY and the ampersand design are service marks
owned by A&K Sarl.
CST #2007274-20

There are many inherent risks in adventure travel of the type involved
here, which can lead to illness, injury, or even death. These risks are
increased by the fact that these trips take place in remote locations, far
from medical facilities. Guest assumes all such risks associated with
participating in these trips.
If you decide to participate in any activities including, but not limited
to, any excursions involving animals, riding on animals, scuba diving,
snorkeling, boating, hot air ballooning, helicopter flights, ziplining,

800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com
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P R I VAT E J E T

Explore in Unparalleled Style
and Authenticity by Private Jet
Cultural Treasures:
Around the World by Private Jet
Seattle | Japan | Nepal | Bhutan | India | Uzbekistan
United Arab Emirates | Jordan | Italy | Boston
May 6–29, 2023
24 Days | Limited to 48 guests
$153,900 per person, double occupancy | $19,500 single supplement
Cultural Treasures: Around the World by Private Jet reveals some of
the world’s most fascinating peoples, places and celebrations, whisking
you from the Taj Mahal and Abu Dhabi’s modern wonders to a flight
over Everest base camp and a Sicilian wedding party. Enjoy every
moment led by experts handpicked for their deep understanding of
local culture, travel with just 48 guests on a customized jet equipped
with fully lie-flat seats and stay in uniquely luxurious accommodations.

Reserve your space now and seize the opportunity to
experience the world’s most exotic cultures on a Private
Jet Journey like no other.

NOW AVAILABLE!
NEW! Africa: Across a Continent

by Private Jet

London | Egypt | Rwanda | Tanzania | Botswana
South Africa | Benin | Morocco | London
September 29–October 20, 2023
22 Days | Limited to 48 guests
$134,500 per person, double occupancy | $29,500 single supplement
Experience Africa’s many wonders, from the awe-inspiring
monuments of ancient Egypt and mystical Morocco to the wildliferich Serengeti plains and Rwandan jungle, on Africa: Across a
Continent by Private Jet, an unparalleled way to explore the
continent with the luxury travel pioneers.
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2023 Wings Over the World Journeys

Wings Over the World 2023 Journeys
JOURNEY

PAGE
#

PRICED
FROM

# OF
DAYS

Africa

DEPARTURE MONTHS

Jan

NEW! Wings Over East Africa

6

$39,495

11

Wings Over Southern Africa

10

$40,995

14

Egypt, Morocco & Beyond
Wings Over Israel, Jordan & Egypt

$45,495

13

Asia, India & the Pacific

Jul

Aug Sep

•

•
Jan

Feb Mar Apr May

•

•

18

$39,995

13

•

Wings Over New Zealand

22

$39,995

11

•

NEW! Wings Over India

26

$34,495

12

•

Jun

Jul

Aug Sep

•
Jun

Jul

Aug Sep

•

Feb Mar Apr May

Jun

Jul

Aug Sep

$38,995

11

•

•

Wings Over the Mediterranean

34

$35,495

13

•

•

Wings Over Spain & Morocco

38

$39,995

13

Wings Over Greece & Turkey

42

$36,495

12

Wings Over Northern Europe

46

$36,495

12

•

12

Wings Over Mexico

54

$27,995

12

NEW! Wings Over Alaska

58

$34,995

10

•

•

Oct Nov Dec

•
•

Oct Nov Dec

•
•

•
•

Jan

$38,995

•

•

30

50

Oct Nov Dec

•

NEW! Wings Over Italy & Its Islands

Wings Over Argentina, Chile & Brazil

•

•
Jan

The Americas

Oct Nov Dec

•

•

Feb Mar Apr May

NEW! Wings Over Australia*

Europe

Jun

•

Jan

14

Feb Mar Apr May

Feb Mar Apr May

Jun

Jul

Aug Sep

•
•

•

•

Oct Nov Dec

•
•

•

•

•

•

*February and March departures for Wings Over Australia occur in 2024.

Book now to reserve your place on these extraordinary journeys.
Contact your Travel Professional or call A&K at 800 323 7308.

800 323 7308 abercrombiekent.com

IBC

P.O. Box 1237, Lombard, IL 60148-8237

Contact your travel professional or Abercrombie & Kent at:
800 323 7308 Monday–Friday (9–5 CT)
reservations@abercrombiekent.com | abercrombiekent.com
All prices are per person, double occupancy, and subject to availability. ©2022 Abercrombie & Kent USA, LLC CST #2007274-20

Book your 2023
Wings Over the World
journey today.
EAST AFRICA
SOUTHERN AFRICA
ISRAEL, JORDAN & EGYPT
NEW! AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND
NEW! INDIA
NEW! ITALY & ITS ISLANDS
MEDITERRANEAN
SPAIN & MOROCCO
GREECE & TURKEY
NORTHERN EUROPE
ARGENTINA, CHILE & BRAZIL
MEXICO
NEW! ALASKA
NEW!

